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Obituary notice:
notice: Jones,
Jones, Johnny
Johnny
Obituary
Johnny Jones failed to learn to read while aa student in one of our
elementary schools. He
He suffered from
from aa lingering
lingering illness apap
local elementary
parently
parently caused
caused by
by aa premature
premature introduction
introduction of beginning
beginning reading,
reading,
followed by
by an
an overdose of dull
dull and,
and, at
at times,
times, inappropriate inin
loss of interest and motivation to read. No
struction, culminating in loss
special services are planned
planned to
to mark his
his passing,
passing, nor isis itit expected
expected
special
have an opportunity to notice
notice Johnny in the
the public will have
that the
is survived
survived by
by his
his disappointed family
family and friends who
who
future. He is
stated: "We always thought that Johnny had the potential to do
better in school."

As
us that children
As the title suggests, there is
is concern among many of us
experience serious
serious difficulty in learning to read. We expect
expect to seesome
see some
can experience
as our pupils
pupils are
evidence of confusion and incomplete skill development as
learning to read.
read. The
The quandry we face, however, is that some of these

children do not grow beyond
beyond these
these stages—they
stages --they continue to be confused, to
not work up to their full
full potential. Often we
we have been unable to identify
these children from the others
others in order to providespecial
provide special instruction
instruction early
these
avoid compounding the learning problems that soon arise.
arise. In
enough to avoid
and teacher realize that the child
child is
many schools, by the time the parents and
having serious difficulty learning to read,
read, often the
the child has decided that
-- and we face behavior and
he is stupid - or that school is "dumb" —and

motivation problems whichcompound
which compound enormously the task of remediation.
remediation.
Notice the terms we commonly use to describe corrective reading
procedures: symptom; disability; treatment; cure; prescriptive teaching.
and the title of this article as well, suggest that
that often we view
view
Such terms, and
the instruction of children in much the same way as the doctor views the
the
care of
of his
his patients.
patients. We
We would
would see
see ourselves
ourselves as
as the
the physician
physician and
and our
our pupils
pupils
care
as the
the patients
patients- to
to be
be treated
treated with
with knowledge
knowledge and
and concern
concern so
so that
that they
they can
can
as
live
live healthy,
healthy, happy
happy lives.
lives.
Ideally, we
we would
would like
like to
to avoid
avoid having
having the
the child
child experience
experience frustration
frustration
Ideally,

and
and failure
failure so
so early
early in
in his
his school
school career,
career, and
and so
so the
the title
title of
of this
this article
article
"Reading
Than Cure"
"Reading- Problems
Problems Prevention
Prevention Rather
Rather Than
Cure" seems
seems reasonable.
reasonable.
Yet,
Yct. itit is
is not.
not. In
In fact,
fact. II believe
believe that
that this
this approach
approach to
to teaching
teaching children
children to
to
read
rcad creates
creates more
more problems
problems than
than itit cures!
cures!
A brief
brief examination
examination of
of aa medical
medical setting
setting may
may help
help to
to explain
explain why
why this
this is
is
A
so. In
In the
the doctor-patient
doctor-patient relationship
relationship itit is
is the
the doctor's
doctor's task
task to
to heal
heal the
the
so.

s-rh
patient when
when he
he is
is sick,
sick, and
and to
to keep
keep him
him healthy
healthy if
if possible.
possible. To
To do
do so,
so, the
the
patient
doctor may
may prescribe
prescribe aa special
special diet,
diet, supplemental
supplemental aids
aids like
like vitamins,
vitamins, or
or aa
doctor
program of
of exercise
exercise when
when the
the patient
patient shows
shows signs
signs of
of overweight
overweight or
or
special program
special
physical
phy~iLal weakness.
wedklle~~. If
If the
the doetoi
Judur is
is puzzled
puzzkd by
hy the
thc symptoms
symptoms he
hc sees,
sC('S, he
hc can
can
Ldll for
fur an
dIl examination
examinatiun of
of the
the patient
patient by
by specialists
specialists who
who may
may use
usc elaborate
elaburate
call
equipment and
and techniques
techniques to
to determine
determine the
the cause
cause of
of the
the problem.
problem. Since,
Since, at
at
equipment
times,
times, the
the symptoms
symptoms may
may suggest
suggest several
several possible
possible causes,
causes, the
the doctors
doctors may
may
first one,
one, then
then aa second,
second, then
then aa third
third type
type of
of medication
medication in
in the
the
prescribe first
belief that
that one
one of
of them
them will
will cure
cure the
the patient
patient and
and will
will also
also suggest
suggest post
post hoc
hoc
belief
really was.
what the problem really
In this setting the patient is expected to trust in the doctor's skill and to
accept rather unquestioningly his advice and treatment. The patient roleis
role is
essentially a passive
passive one.
Often our approach
approach to teaching children to read is like the physician's
approach to treating sick patients. We presume responsibility for deter
deterpupils. We
mining the best preparations of basic reading skills for our pupils.
determine
determine the content
content of the reading program, the rate
rate (dosage) in which it
is administered,
administered, and
and the form in which our pupils receive it: direct in
inis
struction, workbooks, supplemental activities, tests. We are continually on
the watch for signs of weakness or failure in our pupils; when we
we see
is not operating
operating up to his potential (something we
we
evidence that a child is
decide) we
we diagnose the child's
child's "problem"
"problem" and prescribe some remedial
remedial
decide)
treatment.
treatment.
Like the doctor, we
we expect
expect that each child will listen
listen to our directives
Like
work assigned -trusting
we know
know what's
what's best
best for his
his in
inand do the work
—trusting that we
tellectual development (as
(as the doctor
doctor does the patient's health).
health). The child
tellectual
who
- who resists our efforts
who does
does not accept this
this type
type of pupil role
role—who
efforts to
prescribe his
his program-is
program—is considered difficult to
to teach
teach and
and aa problem in
in
our classroom. Despite
such problems,
have persisted in our belief
that if
Despitesuch
problems, we
wehave
beliefthat
the
the method(s)
method(s) we
we employ to
to teach reading are taught thoroughly,
systematically, and with
with determination, most of
of our
our children will learn
learn how
to read. For the few who resist our efforts, or who have too many problems
beyond
our influence,
outcome.
beyondour
influence, failure
failure isis an
an unhappy
unhappy but not
not unexpected
unexpectedoutcome.
However, there are three fundamental weaknesses inherent in this
medical
medical model
model applied to
to teaching
teaching reading.
reading. First,
First, we
we expect
expect children
children to
to
find
find reading
reading difficult.
difficult. Consequently, there
there isis aa tendency in
in our
our approaches
to
and to
to teaching
teaching reading to
to look
look for
for areas
areas of
of weakness --of
—of failurefailure—and
to
overlook
of our
overlook areas
areas of
of strength
strength and
and achievement.
achievement. Over
Over time
time some
someof
our pupils,
pupils,
especially
especially those
those experiencing
experiencing difficulty,
difficulty, may
may infer
infer that
that little
little that
that they
they do
do isis
"right" and,
and, in
in fact,
fact, that
that they
they are
are not
not even
even progressing
progressing despite
despite the
the efforts
efforts
"right"
they
they have
have made
made to
to learn.
learn.
Robbed of
of confidence
confidence in
in their
their own
own ability
ability to
to achieve,
achieve, many
many pupils
pupils
Robbed
become uninterested,
uninterested, unresponsive,
unresponsive, and
and passive
passivemembers
members of
of our
our classroom.
classroom.
become
While many
many of
of these
these pupils
pupils may
may eventually
eventuallylearn
learn the
the basic
basic decoding
decoding skills,
skills,
While
they
they find
find little
little enjoyment
enjoyment in
in reading
reading and
and little
little desire
desire to
to read
read beyond
beyond our
our
directives.
directives. So,
So, we've
we've achieved
achieved our
our goal
goal of
of teaching
teaching most
most of
of our
our children
children to
to
decode
decode ~- but
but at
at what
what cost!
cost!

rh-9
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Second, a medical approach to diagnostic teaching of reading is almost
completely one-sided. It is the pupil (patient) who is diagnosed to discover
his "problem"
"problem'"; -—never
never the teacher (physician). The results of most
most diagnoses
of reading
n'ading performance involve pupil adaptation to the adopted
program- not vice versa. Yet, both Bond and Tinker (1973) and Robert
program
Wilson (1975) state in their texts on corrective and remedial reading
inapprocedures that the major reason for reading failure is poor and inap
propriate instruction -- not pupil inability to learn to read.
to examine our own effectiveness as
Unless our diagnoses are two-sided -to
are
teachers and the quality of our program, as well as how our pupils are
progressing--we
progressing
we may not learn enough to promote acceptable pupil growth
in reading.
The third major flaw in using the medical model concerns the teachergood patient accepts completely his treatment as
pupil relationship. A good
acprescribed and avoids self-treatment; a good learner, however, must ac
tively participate in his own education since desire, interest and attention
are prerequisites to learning. If we don't seek to involve our pupils in
daily work, and permit them to make choices
planning at least part of their daily
among a limited range of possible activities, then we can expect our pupils
to show little enthusiasm or responsibility (independence) for what they
is minimized
must learn. Without enthusiasm, or at least interest, learning is
is learned is
is not generalized beyond the teacher-school
and often what is
setting. In a sense, we've administered the proper medications, but lost the
patient.
Consequently, I'd like to suggest an alternate model which presents a
more positive and productive way to view
~iew reading instruction. Instead of
viewing our reading instruction as an
an effort to PREVENT FAILURE, why
To do so, let us
not look upon teaching as BUILDING PROFICIENCY? To
acfirst agree that children, like each one of us, much prefer to do those ac
tivities which they feel they do well, and to avoid doing those things in
which they have little confidence.
If
If we view the child who enters school as an eager, curious individual
mayor
may not be ready to sit still, attend carefully, and persist at
(who may
or may
school tasks) one whom
whom we can direct, not prescribe, into interesting
learning situations that they
they are ready for, then we have rejected our
medical model
model from the start. In this second model the child is recognized
as the learner (the
(the client), the person responsible for trying to understand,
to attend, to think, in order to learn. It is also assumed that he has the
to
potentz"al to succeed. The
potential
The teacher acts as a consultant, an adviser, a
motivator, and an expeditor attempting to guide the learning process. In
are
order to be effective in this role, the teacher assumes that grade levels are
only guides to plotting individual progress, not goals that every child can, or
held back for.
should be expected to reach or to be held
is not a "love'm and they'll learn" model of
of instruction. Teachers
This is
are still responsible for instructing children and must require a reasonable
level of student productivity. However, unlike lhe
the medical model of
acknowledges the fact that
teaching reading, this model acknowledges
that learning occurs

lo-rh
io-rh
within the child and cannot be compelled if the child is
is passive
passive or uninunin
terested. Since reading, by
by definition, requires that the child think in order
to derive maximum value from the teacher's instruction, it is not reasonable
to pre<;ume
presume that increased dosages
dosages of imtruction
instruction (like medicinf's)
medicines) can f'Vf'r
ever
compensate for the child's inattentiveness or lack of interf'st.
interest.
As
As the teacher emphasizes what the child can do well,
well, and uses
uses these
signs of achievement to signal the introduction of new instruction, the child
will
will recognize that he has succeeded and can continue to do so.
so. The child
learns to interact positively and confidently with the teacher to learn new
skills and gain more knowledge about the world and his own ability to
skills
perform independently. The purposes for the teacher's instruction and the
pupil's need to attend and participate become progressively
progressively more certain in
the child's eyes
because
eyes even as the desire to continue to read grows -—because
reading is
is viewed both as important and as enjoyable.
following approaches to reading ought then
With this orientation, the following
make
to rna
ke sense.
From kindergarten, the child should be continually exposed to books
through interest centers, story tapes, being read to by the teacher, older
students, and their parents, and through brief instruction on the various
parts of a book, how books are created, and, as interest develops, how the
print represents what we say.
tobe it whole word, phonics
Regardless of the approach you adhere to
—be
(single letter or family), language experience, etc.—your
etc. -your room would
include slides, pictures and objects of interest from the community along
wordsas labels
labels-which
exwith the printed words
—as
—which represent those concrete ex
periences. Most children will
will absorb, almost unconsciously, a basic sight
vocabulary simply by having their attention drawn repeatedly to the words
skills
and phrases that represent real events. And as you begin to teach the skills
necessary to read fluently and critically, your efforts to help the children
understand WHY
WHY they
they are doing the
the various exercises and HOW these
exercises will give them access
access to books will
will be critical to the success of your
program.
dissecting the
the reading program into tiny, molecular
Instead of surgically dissecting
skills to be taught in a rigid sequence for every
every child, you would struggle to
skills
the act
act of
present the particular skills in a coherent fashion related to the
though you have studied
studied carefully the
reading books. In other words, even though
skills involved in reading print fluently, you would recognize that it
various skills
isolate the
the skills
skills as it is for them to
is not so important that the children isolate
their own reading strategies. For we do
integrate those skills effectively into their
this' about proficient readers
readers--they
unknow this
-they seem to integrate, almost un
skills we
we teach into an effective method
method of reading
consciously,
consciously, the various skills
while the poor
poor readers seem to learn
learn the skills
skills separately,
separately, yet do not in
integrate them into an
an effective strategy for processing
processing print.
From
From first grade, acknowledging the range of reading skills, children
should
should be allowed to read
read anything they wish during Sustained
Sustained Silent
and possibly the
the school
Reading (SSR). Everyone, especially the teacher and
reads - or looks at pictures
pictures--for
length of
of time
principal, reads
for an appropriate length
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(two or
or three
three times
times per
per week)
week) with
with no
no obligationto
obligation to report
report on
on what
what wasread
was read
(two
in order
order to
to stress
stress the
the importance
importance of
of reading
reading for
for enjoyment.
enjoyment.
in
Limit
Limit the
the volume
volume of
of worksheet
worksheet exercises
exercises and
and provide
provide more
more free
free reading
reading
time. When
When sheets
sheets are
are provided,
provided, they
they should
should offer
offer some
some choice
choice and
and allow
allow
time.
the pupil
pupil topractice
to practz'ce skills
skills rather
rather than
than to
to always
always be
be tested
tested on
on his
his knowledge
knowledge
the
of skills.
skills.
of
That is,
is,
That
1) The
The items
items should
should have
have more
more than
than two
two possible
possible choices
choices so
so that
that an
an
1)
inappropriate answer
answer does
does not,
not, by
by default,
default, identify
identify the
the correct
correct
inappropriate
choice.
choice.
answers-perhaps
the
2) The students should be free to check their answers
—perhaps with the
checker" of the
the week—and
week-and then,
then, having
having discovered which
which
"student checker"
that
items were correctly answered, figure out the answers to those that
were wrong.
wrong.
were
The student should have some choice
choz'ce of which sheets (on the
the same
3) The
will do, or which eight out of ten items on a page he will
will
skill) he will
develop student responsibility for the work he does.
does.
do -- to developstudent
most sheets
sheets for the student to write his
4) There should be a place on most

own explanation or examples to show that he understands—i.e.,
understands-i.e., not
ability should be exercised.
just recognition, but production abilityshouldbe
write daily, and to share their writings with
Encourage your children to write
others. perhaps by
by putting them
them in books to be incorporated into the class
others,
library.
Reading corners -attractive, secluded, cozy -- would be an essential
Reading
—attractive,
every classroom. The books would
would rotate frequently, perhaps
addition to every
with the aid of the public library.
library. In addition to free
free time,
time, every
every child
with
would go
go to
to the
the reading
reading corner
corner on
on a regular
regular basis just to
to read and look at
pictures as
as part of his
his reading assignment.
assignment.
your pupils
pupils individually-individually- keep
keep interest
interest inventory (cards)
(cards) on each
Know your
student
student (perhaps
(perhaps through
through interviews) and periodically provide reading
materials on that topic as
as "surprise gifts."
Utilize aa method of plotting progress in
so that you
in skills
skillsso
you can effectively
plan
of each
plan your
your practice
practice exercises to
to fit
fit the
the special needs
needsof
each child
child by
by building
building
upon strengths, or weaknesses.
weaknesses.
You can do this by
1)
1) Using an IRI 2-3
2-3 times a year.
2)
2) Do
Do oral reading for
for diagnosis within your reading groups once or
twice
twice weekly.
weekly.
3)
3) Use
Use multiple
multiple response
response devices
devices to
to get
get high
high density
density feedback
feedback during
during
skills
skills lessons.(See
lessons.(See Gambrell,
Gambrell, L.
L. and
and Wilson,
Wilson, R.
R. Focusz'ng
Focusing on
on the
the
Strengths
Strengths ofChlldren,
of Children, 1972).
1972).
Keep
Keep fresh
fresh yourself.
yourself.
Attend
Attend conferences
conferences ask
ask for
for professional
professional leave
leave..
Subscribe
Subscribe to
to journals
journals and
and other
other professional
professional magazines,
magazines, and
and read
read
yourself.
yourself.
Meet
Meet regularly
regularlv with
with other
other teachers
teachers and
and specialists
specialists in
in the
the district
district to
to
share
share ideas
ideas (a
(a district
district newsletter
newsletter serves
serves this
this function
function well).
well).
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--Relax
Relax (easy to say, hard to do)-individual
do)--individual student progress, not
meeting grade-related deadlines, is what is important.
clz'ents let's form our
Therefore, as one who facilitates the learning of clients
thf' needs,
needs. interests,
inten'Sts. and talents of our children,
children. not force
forcf'thf'
program to fit the
the
children to fit the program.
To teach a child to mechanically process print, while destroying his
Worse, it may prevent him from
desire to read, serves no purpose. Worse,
is felt.
discovering the joy of reading later on when the need to read is
I believe
believe that
that a more
more realistic
realistic and
and service-oriented
service-oriented view
view of
of the
the teacherteacherpupil relationship will
will help us to achieve our elusive long-range goal-to
goal to
develop readers who want to read.
Then, instead of writing the obituary notices for such a significant
following statement can be written instead:
proportion of our children, the following
NEWS DEBUT
DEBUT
NEWS

Mr. and Mrs. William Franklin, proud parents of Willie Franklin,
are pleased to announce their son's graduation with honors
age 13, are
school. Willie has successfully learned to
from the local elementary school.
read critically in the content fields as well as narrative materials. In
a recent interview Willie stated that learning in school was not too
hard and sometimes was fun. He said that his teachers really tried to
help him stay interested in things and even let him read what he
wanted to
to read
read -sometimes.
wanted
—sometimes.
Willie,
Willie plans to continue reading books because, said Willie,
things
"Reading books helps you to know more about people and things
is fun." His parents asked that a special
and because reading books is
of praise be given to the elementary school staff who worked so
note of
conscientiously to discover their son's interests and to help their son
prepare for the future.
will concur that the title of this article
Hopefully, at this point you will
"Rf'ading Problems
Problf'ms Prevention Rather Than
"Reading
Than Cure" should be changed to
read: "Reading- Service Rather Than Surgery." In a similar vein perhaps
you will consider a slight alteration in your own job description --from
—from one
assists.
who assigns to one who assists.
REFERENCES
REFERENCES
Bond, Guy &
Miles. Reading difficulties:
diff£culties: their diagnosis
diagnosis and
& Tinker, Miles.
correction. 3rd ed. Englewood Cliffs: Prentice Hall, 1973.
strengths of children.
chzldren.
Gambrell, Linda & Wilson, Robert. Focusing on the strengths
Belmont: Fearon Press. 1972.

Diagnostic and remedial
remedial reading
readz'ng for classroom and
Wilson. Robert. Diagnostic
clz'nic. Columbus: Charles E. Merrill,
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THE CRUCIAL TRANSITION YEARS
Brother
Brother Leonard
Leonard Courtney
Courtney
ST.
ST. MARY'S
MARYS COLLEGE,
COLLEGE, WINONA,
WINONA, MINNESOTA
MINNESOTA

Thwc
Three important
important \'Cars
years sculpted
sculpted from
from aa child's
child's fonnal
formal schooling,
schooling,
islanded as
as aa period
period of
of guided
guided passage
passage from
from childhood
childhood to
to youth.
youth. Such
Such isis an
an
islandcd
ideal
ideal framework,
framework, unfortunately
unfortunately inconsistent
inconsistent with
with the
the actuality
actualityof
of the
the junior
junior
high
high years.
years. Nonetheless,
Nonetheless, anyone
anyone who
who has
has worked
worked closely
closely with
with children
children of
of
this age
age (11-14)
(11-14) or
or grades
grades (7-9)
(7-9) acknowledge
acknowledge an
an array
array of
of difdif
this
ferences
ferences physical,
physical, psychological
psychological and emotionalemotional which mandates aa
setting uniquely symphathetic to
to the pupils' needs.
needs. If
If for
for no other reason,
high exists for
for the exceptional
exceptional reading
reading opportunity itit provides: for
for
junior high
intensification and
and diversification of
of skills, some
some ease
ease and stability
stability in
in
dealing with
with varying
varying content
content structures,
structures, and enrichment of personal
personal
reading.
In
In practice,
practice, junior high
high school isis less than ideal.
ideal. It was conceived prior
to the insights
insights of adolescent psychology solely
solely as
as an administrative concon
to handle large
large numbers
numbers of children.
children. Labeled
Labeled by
by one expert as
as
venience to
"America's greatest educational blunder," 33 it still seeks clear definition and
direction.
direction. The "in-betweeness" of the junior high
high isis attested
attested by
by the very
very
label
by the ease
ease with
with which
which either the lower
lower or upper grade may
la bel "junior," by
be shifted
shifted physically at the dictates
dictates of space,
space, by the curious
curious amalgam of
high school content and elementary school skills. (It is
is these
these arguments
arguments
high
which support the move toward the "middle school.") The literature of the
junior high focuses heavily on the mechanics
mechanics of physical
physical accommodation,
guidance and academic
academic ex
exonly recently on the need for the personal guidance
ploration which the age
age level requires. Even our own
own reading literature
ploration
attends conveniently to components,
components, organization, extension of skills while
attends
ignoring the nature and reading climate of early
early adolescence. It is
is hardly
Many junior high systems have
fair to make this generalization absolute. Many
beautifully integrated the years to adapt
aciapt to their students. The
The core
curriculum itself was designed specifically for the junior
junior high. Too com
commonly, however, the junior high has not adjusted to its responsibility or
realized
realized its opportunity. Some
Some of the problems possibly result from the
than recognizing the subtle
tendency to view the pupils as a group rather than
differentiations within
within the
the age levels.
THE EARLY
EARLY ADOLESCENT
ADOLESCENT
THE
Elementary and
and senior
senior high
high school
school pupils
pupils are
are less
less volatile
volatile tem
temElementary

peramentally,
peramentally, change
change and
and growth
growth being
being less
less dramatic.
dramatic. The
The elementary
elementary
child's
child's progress
progress is
is relatively
relatively smooth.
smooth. School
School is
is usually
usually aa happy
happy experience.
experience.
Learning
Learning is
is fundamental,
fundamental, mastery
mastery and
and independence
independence to
to be
be achieved
achieved later.
later.
Even though
though puberty
puberty may
may begin
begin at
at age
age eleven,
eleven, the
the sixth
sixth grader
grader is
is usually
usually
Even
seen
—the
seen as
as aa child.
child. At
At the
the other
other extreme—always
extreme-always realizing
realizing the
the exception
exception-the
senior high
high student
student is
is consciously
consciously preparing
preparing for
for exit,
exit, either
either to
to vocation
vocation or
or
senior
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high
high education.
education. Such
Such predictability
predictability is
is not
not characteristic
characteristic of
of the
the early
early
adolescent years,
years, those
those of
of junior
junior high
high age.
age.
adolescent

The
The early
early adolescent
adolescent is
is varied
varied in
in disposition
disposition and
and ability,
ability, experiencing
experiencing
rapid
rapid physical
physical and
and psychological
psvchological changes,
changes, searching
searching for
for identity,
identity, lifegoals,
life goals,
new
nf'W relationships,
rf'latinmhips, greater
,gTf'atf'r independence,
inof'pf'nof'ncf', yet
Yf't needing
nf't'oing emotional support
support
and clearly defined limits to behavior. Twelve's have boundless
bounclless enthusiasm,
and
seek peer association and approval, are delightfully open in and out of the
classroom; they have longer attention
attention spans and
and can do more independent
work. They are less ego-centered and are interested in other's feelings,
work.
and beliefs. Thirteen is a year of complex transitions
transitions in body,
attitudes and
mind, and personality. Moodiness and worry are common; the child is

prone to be reflective, has
has a fondness for discussion periods and may be
generally satisfied with school. While wishing to be treated as an adult, he
generally
an endless
will be resentful of adult restrictions, and school often appears as an
fourteen, the adolescent abounds in vigorous, robust
tedious process. At age fourteen,
is more able to do logical thinking and seriously considers his
expression. He ismore
vocational plans. He is
is really
really more adapted to the departmentalized,
demanding
demanding structure
structure of the secondary
secondary school,
school, his
his own disposition tending
toward his older peers.
peers. Now such generalizations, although basically sound,
sound,
contending daily with
hardly speak to the actual situation of the teacher contending
adolescents whose unruliness centers more on self than on the academic

subjects of the curriculum. Nor do they
they say
say much about reading and the
subjects
adolescent .
adolescent.

OBJECTIVES OF JUNIOR HIGH
HIGH READING
READING
Accepting the existing structure of the junior high school, however
faulty, where does reading fit within its curriculum? Probably these years
will be the last gasp of formalized reading instruction for the pupil. For
will
reading does remain an accepted and workable feature of the junior high
curriculum. As
As we
we are aware, senior high provides little formal instruction,
reading being the task of the special teacher and more increasingly a
recognized responsibility of the content teacher. The ultimate objective of
junior high reading must be to assure security and comfort to the adolescent
junior
in
in the academic tasks ahead. Three vehicular objectives underpin this.
1.
1. Reinforcement of the
the "common" skills. In the elementary years the
child has been introduced to most of the entrance skills
skills --word
word recognition,
vocabulary development techniques, comprehension from identifying main
ideas to minimal critical response. The time required to
to initiate skills
skills rarely
permits their sufficient exercise. Formal reading in grades 77 through 99 must
skills into new
new areas. ComCom
provide opportunity for extension of these skills
prehension skills
skills must be tested beyond main idea.
idea, the pupil challenged to
evaluate, apply and think in new dimensions. Vocabulary tasks too must be
expanded into ready use
use of context clues,
clues, study of roots
roots and affixes,
affixes, and
broadened through purposeful search for and recording of new
new words
words and
rapidly with
meanings. Simultaneously, the student must learn to cope rapiclly
larger bodies of reading material, surveying printed materials, skimming
and
and scanning,
scanning, deliberately
deliberately adjusting
adjusting his
his rate
rate to
to purpose
purpose and
and difficulty.
difficulty.
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2. Diversification of reading attack. Junior high departmentalization
permits shared reading responsibility with the content teacher. Throughout
the elementary years, most reading tasks deal with narrative or carefully
edited exposed materials, the former more abundant than the latter. The
child develops meager facility in adjusting to the varied structural patterns
of specialized materials. Yet expository material will comprise 75 percent of
his reading fare in subsequent years. Moreover, the organizational patterns
of the subject matters differ. It requires little argument to accept that
mathematics has a vocabulary and conceptual structure distinct from social
arts, as social studies and language
studies, as science has from language arts,
arts have from each other. Access to these patterns and independence in
with guided reading from the subject-matter
their use may be achieved only with
specialist. There is evidence that little automatic transfer in reading
the student
methodology occurs from one subject to another; consequently the
needs to be introduced to and exercised in the separate demands of each
is to be expected that the study and reference
subject matter. Further, it is
skills will likewise be intensified and expanded within each classroom.
3. Enrichment of personal reading.
reading. Personal pleasureful reading peaks
in early adolescence. In fact, the highest and lowest points of personal
are the extremes of the junior high years: highest at grade seven
reading are
and lowest in grade nine. How many ninth-grade teachers bewail that their
pupils can read but won't! This desertion is
is probably a phenomenon of age;
the excitement of self, friends and life's variety supersede the satisfaction of
is there a simple formula for sustaining the earlier
solitary reading. Nor is
child in private reading. Some children have acquired the
interest of the child
habit and preserve it without inhibiting the social opportunities of growth.
habit
quit - permanently. Many lapse to be reinspired at a later day.
Others just
just quit
This latter group comprises the junior high population most amenable to
the subtle persistent provision of time for leisurely reading. Of
Of course, we
which pupil falls into which
which category so all must be
are unable to know which
here: classroom
allowed the opportunity. We know the catalog of strategies here:
libraries, an abundance of attractive books, sustained silent reading,
frequent unevaluated book talks by teacher or pupils. Another possibility
will be examined later, although it may be viewed as an ad
adexists, which will
ministrative horror.
horror.
ministrative

I have no intention of elaborating on the sub-skills, the alternatives, and
the instructional modes of these simple guidelines. This task has already
past IRA conferences abound in detailed
been done. The
The Proceedings of past
volumes may
explication of every facet of junior high reading. These volumes
may be
unknown to many or
or seem as historical artifacts to others. It is unfortunate
conthat these messages go unheeded, confirming the frequently voiced con
tention that we tend to repeat ourselves. But the specific development you
is available. For example, the 1964 Proceedings alone contains no
may need is
less than forty papers concerned with junior high
high school reading.1
reading. l It would
less
be tedious and futile to review the specifics of these presentations which
constitute a veritable catalog of junior high reading issues and tactics, each
subject often echoed in more than one of the articles.
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OTHER READING ISSUES
are however
however several other pertinent matters which deserve
There are
mav ask. does
do('s the
the special
spt'"Cial reading teacher
('onsirifTation here.
hf'rf'. Where,
Wht'H'. vou may
consideration
Aftt'r all,
all. such personnel
pt'rsonnt'l are
art' more common
common at the junior high than
than at
fit in? After
specialist. I trust, would perform
perform many of the
the senior high level. Such a specialist,
associated with the position: work with remedial
remedial groups,
tasks normally associated

consult with
with content teachers, offer
offer model directed reading lessons in the
classroom, and
and provide the time and
and atmosphere
atmosphere for extending reading to
its ultimate developmental stage. Beyond that, however, the reading
teacher ought to be an enrichment person,
person, opening new doors for the
the young
reader, making reading an exciting
exciting leisure opportunity. If so, then
then she must
be permitted time to gain familiarity with the reading habits and interests
of the young, to read their books and design stratagems for wedding book
and child. (The reading class or hour ought to be the unique moment of the
the
level. under
school day when students may explore printed matter at any level,
is normally expected
expected of content
any guise, at any pace.) This familiarity is
would you agree,
agree, other matters always intervene,
teachers or librarians but, would
the content or syllabus or other obligations of job or subject matter. Really
it does sound like an extravagance, an academic luxury.
luxury. But substantiation

for the suggestion rests with experience. We speak of the right book for the
Few teachers or librarians have leisure to
right child at the right moment. Few
explore adolescent literature. Yet
Yet how else
else does one avoid the possibility
possibility of
violating a child's sensibilities as could happen by presenting
presenting a book about a
we have
happy father-son camping trip to a child from a broken home? Too we
numerous apathetic junior high students, fully capable and equally turned
off, who might conceivably be rescued by the kind of blameless leisure such
is idealistic and impractical, but it is
is practices
a program
program embodies. Yes, it is
success of many
such as these which partially account for the remarkable success
individual reading programs that have flourished over recent years.
There is
is special concern with ninth graders in the junior high. Without
older peer exemplification in the school
school and with their sights
sights already leveled
leveled
on the grown-up aspects of senior high, their growing indifference to
reading.
reading, either as
as pleasure or task,
task, poses
poses a baffling problem. Here is
is the
classic reluctant reader! These adolescents must become the transition
focus. No level
level of the school system demands greater emphasis on reading in
its every
every display than this, the final year of junior high. The student who
who
leaves
leavesjunior
junior high with
with uncorrected reading problems stands a good chance
of becoming a school dropout.
dropout.22 The student who
who can but won't read stands
an equally good chance of becoming a lifetime dropout. If I were
were to select
select a
single school year for intensive teacher in-service,
in-service, it would be for the ninthMore than anyone in the system
system they need to be
grade junior high teachers. More
skills described above, of the practical
knowledgeably convinced of the skills
approaches which will
will integrate reading into their curriculum, alert and
sympathetic to every
every sign of student ennui toward reading. It is
is in ninth
grade that I would insist on a specific free-reading component. Either we
we
"catch" the student at this moment or risk increasing disenchantment in the
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years ahead.
ahead. And
And the
the same
same fonnula
formula would
would apply
apply to
to any
any tenninal
terminal transition
transition
years
year, whether
whether eight
eight or
or nine.
nine.
year.
Remedial reading
reading at
at the
the junior
junior high
high level
level isis yet
yet another
another issue.
issue. During
During
Remedial
this current
current year
year II have
have conducted
conducted aa course
course in
in secondary
secondary remedial
remedial reading.
reading.
this
were all
all grade eight or nine students at aa neighboring
Our pupil-subjects were
school.
school, residential in
in large part.
part, somewhat "urban" by
by American standards.
This experience has
has led
led me to
to doubt whether "remedial" isis the appropriate
tenn
term for
for the junior high non-reader. We screened our subjects
subjects carefully.
carefully,
testing them and seeking advisement from teachers and counsellors. Our
intent was
was traditional: aa group of children of average intelligence two
two years
years
in reading. It was
was aa profitable endeavor for everyone.
everyone. Pupil gains
retarded in
were, as
as to
to be
be expected.
expected, somewhat
somewhat mixed:
mixed: sensational gains,
gains, disappointing
were.
stasis.
stasis. In process we
we had a 90
90 percent pupil-attendance record on a
voluntary Saturday morning basis.
basis. But itit became evident that many of our
pupils were
were not really
really remedial cases.
cases. Some
Some were
were simply
simply developmental;
we made a difference
most were typical reluctant readers. Unquestionably we
in
in the academic and reading lives of these
these sixteen
sixteen children although much
of our "magic" was simply a sustained "hawthorne effect." When before in
youngsters had total attention for seventy-five
seventy-fiveminutes
their lives had these youngsters
minutes
a week
week from an intelligent sympathetic adult, especially a teacher? The
majority of whom were the trouble-makers
trouble makers of the
pupils the majoritv
school responded famously,
famously. perhaps only because the tutors were con
concerned and responsive to their needs.
THE SUPPORTIVE ENVIRONMENT

major point
point of this essay,
essay, best illustrated
Which perhaps emphasizes the major
by quoting a study made
made some years ago by William Paulo.4
Paulo.4 He selected ten
poor
poor and ten good seventh and eighth grade readers, all in the 90-100
intelligence range. After studying their home and
and school backgrounds, he
found that all shared common physical and environmental circumstances
that the
the poor readers had
had had
had ad succession of
of reading failures from
from
except that
their
their first grade
gracie on with attendant academic
academic consequences. He then
then asked

the subjects
subjects to react to a set of self-constructed
self-constructed neutral pictures involving
involving
and reading situations. As
As might
might be expected,
expected, the
the good readers
school and
demonstrated positive or optimistic views whereas the
the poor readers without
expressed negative
negative attitudes toward
toward school and reading. Paulo
Paulo
exception expressed
concluded that: (1) the failure pattern
pattern unique to the disabled reader
reader group
group
had been a long-term
long-term one,
one. originating for each
each at
at the
the first-grade
first-grade level; (2)
had
failure had
had a markedly
markedly negative effect upon
upon the attitudes of
of
this pattern of failure
the disabled readers toward school and reading;
reading; and (3) by junior
junior high
high
school age,
age. the disabled reader's negative attitude toward reading
reading was
school
firmly fixed as an
an integral part
part of
of his total personality.
junior high school
I can only echo Paulo's recommendation that the junior
particularly
particularly must make provision for fostering positive healthy attitudes
to\vard reading. If such a spirit prevails
prevails throughout
throughout a faculty, supported
supported by
toward
\igorous effort
effort to
to make
make reading
reading aa dynamic
dynamic part
part of
of the
the curriculum,
curriculum. then
then
aa vigorous
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perhaps the junior high may become a suitable transition stage
stage in guiding
early adolescents toward the increased responsibilities of continuing
academic life.
life.
academic
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INCREASING
INCREASING COMMUNICATION
BETWEEN
BETWEEN ADMINISTRATORS
ADMINISTRATORS AND
AND
READING
READING PERSONNEL
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What do
do administrators
administrators bdieve
believe are
are the
the strong
strong and weak
weak points
points in
in their
What
do they
they evaluate
evaluate the
the performance
performance and
district's reading
reading program?
program? How do
district's
capabilities of reading personnel?
personnel? Do
Do principals at the elementary and
levels differ in
in their expectatiom
expectations of the reading program?
secondary iC'vels
secondary
These
These questions
questions were
were raised
raised recently
recently in
in aa survey of elementary and
secondary
secondary administrators in
in New
New York State in
in the
the hope
hope that this
this inin
formation
formation would
would assist in
in developing net'ded
needed training programs
programs for
for adad
ministrators and teachers.
With
With tight budgets
budgets and reduced
reduced staffs putting additional
additional pressures on
administrators, reading personnel
personnel must
must assume
assume aa role
role of prmiding
providing inin
com[X)Tlents, new
new materials, new
new
formation to administrators about reading components,
techniques and needed programatic changes. Although administrators
would like to function as the initiators and coordinators of curriculum
change,
change, in reality
reality many
many are forced to operate chiefly as
as business managers
community relations
relations specialists. Reading personnel might enhance
and community
both their own
own positions and the reading program, if they
they would
would serve
serve as a
primary source of
of information for their administrators.
This
This survey was completed
compiC'ted to outline
outline the needs, concerns and per
perwith regard to the reading program. Interviews
ceptions of administrators with
seiC'ctcd to sample
sample districts of various sizes,
sizes,
were conducted in ten districts selected
locations and economic conditions.
Table 1 depicts how the administrators at the elementary and secondary
sevcn questions about reading in their respective districts.
districts.
level respond to seven
of Administrators Responding
Percent of

Reading Program
Program
Reading

High School
School
High
Yes
No
Yes
No

Elementarv
Elementary
Yes
Yes
No
No

Is the
the present
present program
program adequate?
adequate?
Is
Is
Is aa written
written description
description

14
14

86
86

57
57

43
43

of
of program
program available?
available?
Is
Is the
the program
program reviewed
reviewed
regularly?
regularly?
Is
Is there
there aa procedure
procedure for
for
reviewing
reviewing new
new information?
information?
Is
Is the
the program
program learner
learner
centered?
centered?

57
57

43
43

71
71

29
29

29
29

71
71

86
86

14
14

57
57

43
43

57
57

43
43

29
29

71
71

57
57

43
43
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Is there
there aa regular
regular staff
staff
Is
development program?
program?
development

14
14

86
86

57
57

43
43

o

100
100

0

t here aa need
need for
for
IsIs there
( (ImprchcnsiY<' planning?
planning?
comprehensive

100
100

0

o

Both
Both groups
groups of
of administrators
administrators agreed
agreed that
that aa need
need existed
existed for
for com
comprehensive planning
planning but
but they
they differed
differed on
on what
what such
such planning
planning should
should
prehensive
generate. Those
Those at
at the
the elementary
elementary level
level wanted
wanted various
various program
program com
comgenerate.

ponents
ponents coordinated
coordinated into
into one
one program.
program. At
At the
the secondary
secondary level,
level, they
they
preferred that
that the
the continuity
continuity of
of the
the reading
reading program
progTam from
from elemen
elemenpreferred
tary
The majority
tary to
to secondary
secondary should
should be
be delineated
delineated and
and emphasized.
emphasized. The
majority
of administrators
administrators acknowledged
acknowledged that
that some
some written
written statement
statement of
of the
the
of

goals, methods and skills ofthe
of the reading program existed andthat
and that provisions
were not made for a regular,
regular. coordinated staff development program. Both

groups were equally divided on whether the district had a policy for
Those who answered yes to this
disseminating new reading information. Those
the reading coordinator.
question said it was the responsibility of the
The data indicated that the two groups differed substantially on four
The

responses: the adequacy of the program;
program: the existence of a regular
regular review
\carner centered approach;
approach: and a sys
sysof the program; the presence of a learner
tematic program for
for staff development.
dcvclopmcnt. In some instances,
instances. administrators
t he same district responded differently to questions
questions about district
from the
policies which indicates that certain district policies are
arc not clearly defined.
Three
Three topics were discussed during
during the
the interview which focused on
on the
the
"t rengths and weaknesses
\\"(';!kl1('sSCS of reading
rcading teachers
teachers and
a nd classroom teachers
teachers as
as
strengths
perceived by
by principals
principals in
in the
the areas
areas of
of classroom
classroom techniques.
techniques, personal
personal
fX'fceived
characteristics
characteristics and peer
peer group relations
relations (Figure
(Figure 1).
1). Cenerally,
Generally, elementary
elementary
principals tended
tended to
to question
question the
the adequacy
adequacy of
of pre-service
pre-service training:
training; first.
first, to
to
principals
teach
extended practice
teach basic
basic skills; second, to
to provide
provideextended
practice teaching
teaching experience;
and third.
of the instructional
third, to
to encourage individualization
individualizationof
instructional programs.
programs. On
On
expressed their feelings
feelings of
the other hand, secondary administrators expressed
inadequacy when asked to
to evaluate reading programs but
but did
did recognize the
the
need for
for more
more creative
creative approaches
approaches to
to comprehension instruction.
instruction. They
They also
also
need
questioned
questioned the
the value
value of
ofreading
reading class
class separated
separated from
from content
content instruction.
instruction.
In their
their evaluations,
evaluations, secondary
secondary principals
principals stressed
stressed the
the motivational,
motivational,
In
creative
creative aspects
aspects of
of the
the n'ading
reading teachers'
teachers' job
job when
when working
working with
with either
either
students
students or
or content
content area
area teachers.
teachers. The
The elementary
elementary administrators
administrators tended
tended to
to
emphasize
emphasize aa knowledge
knowledge about
about the
the total
total language
language process
process as
as one
one positive
positive
teacher
teacher quality
quality and
and identified
identified the
the inability
inability to
to both
both diagnose
diagnose and
and prescribe
prescribe
instruction as
as areas
areas in
in need
need of
of improvement.
improvement. Both
Bothgroups
groupsof
of administrators
administrators
instruction
recognized that
that reading
reading specialists
specialists were
were hampered
hampered by
by aa lack
lack of
of time
time and
and
recognized
authority
authority when
when called
called upon
upon to
to serve
serve as
as aa resource
resource person
person or
or to
to implement
implement
staff
staff training
training programs.
programs.
The results
results of
of this
this survey
survey indicated
indicated that
that in-service
in-service workshops
workshops should
should
The
focus on
on the
the separate
separate needs
needs of
ofadministrators
administrators and
and teachers
teachers at
atthe
thesecondary
secondary
focus
and
and elementary
elementary levels.
levels. ItIt also
alsoprovides
provides aa listing
listingof
ofadministrator's
administrator's needs
needsfor
for
additional
additional information.
information.
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The topics
topics most
most frequently
frequently identified
identified by
by secondary
secondary administrators
administrators as
as
The
major concerns
concerns or
or needs
needs are:
are:
major
nature of
of the
the reading
reading process,
process,
•• nature
methods and
and matcrials
materials for
for content
content area reading;
•• methods
• comprehension instruction;
use of reading specialists as
as resource people; and
•• use
teachers.
•• motivating change with content teachers,
On the other hand, elementary personnel listed different concerns and
interests such as:
•• designing staff training sessions for diagnosing, prescribing and
comprehension instruction
• evaluating material and programs
• effective methods of using staff for in-service.
Finally,
Finally, reading specialists
specialists might write aa proposal to generate aa regular
program review
review and a comprehensive reading plan. Both areas were
by administrators as
as needed. As
As reading teachers assume
assume aa more
identified by
active role in planning district goals
goals and policies,
policies, effective
effective reading
active
programs should continue their development even
even in this
this age of restricted
educational spending.

Figure 1
A dmz'nistrators , Perceptions
Perceptz'ons ofReading
of Readz'ng Personnel
Administrators'
Secondary Principals
Prz'ndpals
Secondary

Strengths
1. Classroom techniques
--- ability to locate
—ability
appropriate material
ability to
to motivate
students personally
2.

Wea.lmesses
Weaknesses
--difficulty
difficulty teaching
basic decoding skills
creativdy
inability to creatively
design programs
design

Personal characteristics

- willing
willing to devote time
and effort to assignments
- anxious to continue pro
professional improvement
im provement

3.
3. Peer
Peer group
group relations
relations
recognized as having
necessary
necessary training
training
willing
willing to
to share
share materials
materials
and
and ideas
ideas

-lack
of self-discipline
lack of
for records
records and
and planning
--lack
of imagination
lack of

lack of
of authority
authority to
to act
act
lack
as resource

as r e s o u r c e

-lack
of confidence
confidence in
in
lack of
\\olking with
wit h peers
pens
working
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Elementary
Elementary Principals
PrinClpals
1. Classroom
Classroom techniques
techniques
1.
lack
basic knowledge
knowledge of
of reading
reading
lack of
of expertise
expertise to
to
basic
process

instructional skills
skills
instructional

2.

lack of
--lack
of achievement
achievement when
when
working on comprehension
comprehension

of materials
- knowledge of

-- ·lack
lack of
of skills in diagnosing

Personal characteristics
characteristics
Personal
to achieve in
- ability to
small groups

—tries
--tries to
to accomplish too
too

demonstration of
of interest
interest
demonstration
and motivation
motivation for
for work
work
and
3.

picsciibe
fJlc~Lliuc leinedidtion
ICIIICciidlioll

Peer group relations
ahilitv to
to motivate
ability
staff development
to share
willingness to
material and
and methods
methods
material

much

lack of
--lack
of positive personality
and "housekeeping" skills

lack of time to work
with staff
lack of service to
offer staff
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is an illusive
illusive entity. It isis difficult to
to define,
Reading Comprehension is
teach. Researchers attempting to construct aa theoretical
measure and teacb.
model of
of the comprehension
comprehension process for
for empirical
empirical examination are often
modcl
confronted with
with aa maze
maze of confusing
confusing studies.
studies. The untangled maze
maze isis
perhaps more discouraging. Confusion generally gives
gives way
way to contradiction.
\1casurement
Measurement problems are also
also prevalent in the area of comprehension.
Naturallv.
Naturally, any
any quality which
which isis difficult
difficult to isolate
isolate and describe isis equally
difficult to measure.
measure. Finally.
Finally, teachers
teachers must
must face
face the ominous
ominous responsibility
responsibility
difficult
is vaguely defined and measured.
of helping students obtain a quality which is
deals;
It is the most difficult of these dilemmas with which this discussion deals:
teaching students to gain meaning from the printed page.
tracMng
The
The teacher of reading often
often becomes aa teacher of decoding skills. The
notions of phonics,
phonics, structural analysis and dictionary skills are more precise
precise
notions
A con
conand comfortable than the notion of teaching students to "think." A
realitv than does
docs inferential
infercntial
sonant blend or a compound word has a greater reality
critical thinking.
thinking. It would
would seem
seem that it is
is far easier
easier to teach something
or critical
underlined. printed,
printed. cutout of a magazine,
magazine. or put on a cassette,
cassette.
that can be underlined,
than
t han something which
which is
is more abstract. In short,
short. word recognition has been
than comprehension. It is
is more
treated as a more tangible commodity than
definable. measurable and teachable. However, comprehension is
is
readily definable,
far closer
closer to the ultimate goal
goal of mature reading than is
is single word
decoding.
The primary purpose of this article is
The
is to propose a different teaching
\'iewpoint on comprehension,
comprehension. one which removes some of the abstraction.
viewpoint
The
is a teaching sequence for comprehension skills
skills that is
is
The final product is
parallel
parallel in form to
to the teaching sequences commonly used for word
recognition.
What is
15 Comprehension?
ComprehenSl·on.?
What

If teachers are
arc to
to aid students in acquiring
acquiring a set of behaviors or thought
processes,
processes. it is helpful to be able
able to identify,
identify. isolate,
isolate, and define
define the
the desired
process and
and product. Teachers developing strategies
strategies for teaching com
comturn to the "experts" for definitional
definitional advice. They
They may also
prehension may turn
find little
little tangible help.
help.
Comprehension
Comprehension is sometimes defined from a teaching point
IX)int of
of viewas
view as a
hierarchy or taxonomy
taxonomy of
of skills (Spache,
(Spache. 1961;
1961: Cleland,
Cleland, 1965;
1965: Barrett,
1968).
1965). Unfortunately, while a taxonomy
taxonomy appears to add
add authenticity to a

teaching scheme the authenticity may be more implied than
than real. In other
other
words
words one
onc author
author may
may identify
identify and
and sequence
sequence five
five comprehension
comprehension skills
skills while
while
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another
another may
may identify
identify and
and sequence
sequence five
five hundred.
hundred. These
These appear
appear to
to be
be
different ways
ways to
to slice
slice the
the same
same ill-defined
ill-defined pie.
pie.
different
Another
Another way
way the
the teacher
teacher may
may try
try to
to add
add reality
reality to
to the
the definitional
definitional

problem
pr()hlem in
in teaching
tcaching comprehension
cmnprdwnsi()n isi" by
hy examining
f'x;lmining background
hack~rr()\\T1d research.
research
F.II 1(11) an.ilvtit
.tlillyli( lei
It'( hniqucs
Illliquc<., have
h~I\T been
1)('('11 a common
CflmmOTl methodology
methodology for
F.i(toi\
examining comprehension. (Davis,
(Davis. 1968;
1968: Homes and
and Singer,
Singer. 1966;
1966: Vernon,
Vernon,
1962;
These studies,
19fi2; Spearri,
Spearri. 1972.) These
studies. when collectively examined, tend to

support a three-factor definition of readingcomprehension
reading comprehension previously cited
bv Spache
Spache (1962). The
The three
three basic factors include:
by
Meaning'S
1. Word Meanings
2. Idea Relationships
:). Reasoning
3.

Unfortunately
Unfortunatc!v this approach
approach does not establish
t'Stablish what mental skills are to be
taught to improve comprehension.
comprehension is an absolute. Teachers
Teachers will
will not find an
No definition of comprehension
,lT1S\\'{T that
that is global as well
well as explicit. Knowledgeable and
and informed
infonned
answer
for absolutes.
teachers must turn within for answers rather than searching for
The
definition of comprehension must be one that
that the individual teacher
The definition
believes in and can teach from with confidence. In short, a teacher who has
taught about
about comprehension and arrived at a working conceptualization,
taught
will be more effective with his or her students than will the teacher who
blindly accepts
accepts a sequence
sequence prepared by
by an "expert" without
without fully
fully un
understanding the conceptualization.

How 1S
is Comprehensz'on
Comprehension Presently
Taught?
Present(v Taught.?
In examining the ways that comprehension is
is taught the teacher need
observant to note that one approach prevails. That
not be exceptionally observant
That is,
teaching comprehension through the use
use of questioning
questioning techniques.
techniques.
Further, these
these questions
questions which
which are
are generated often
often require
require only
only literal
Further.
recall and recognition ability
ability (Guszak.
(Guszak, 1967).
1967). Questioning as
as a method of
recall
teaching is
situations,
is aa very
very workable
workable technique for
for some
some children in
in some
somesituations,
it isis heen-ily
heavily dependent on
on one
one major premise: the desired
desired infonnation
information
but it
serve to help the learner
must reside within the learner. The question may serve
organize or reorganize
reorganize his
his or
or her
her thought
thought processes.
processes, that (s)he
(s)he must
must
organize
"contain" the desired response. In effect
effect the questioning technique isis often
knows. However.
However, what happens
used to teach the learner what (s)he already knows.
not contain the infonnation?
information? What happens when
when the learner does not
the
the skillfully designed
designed inferential
inferential question
question falls
falls flat
flat because
because the
the learner has
has
not made the inference?
At this
this point teachers
teachers of comprehension
comprehension must
must have
have aa working
working concon
At
ceptualization of the
the comprehension process they
they are
are trying
trying to
to teach.
teach, and
ceptualization
this process
process must
must have
have some
some concrete reality
reality directly
directly observable
observable for
for both the
the
this
teacher and the student. It is
is felt that this reality isis present in the fonn
form of
clues in
in the reading material that isis to
to be
be comprehended. The
language clues
teaching of comprehension can
can focus
focus on the development of aa reader who
who isis
searching
searching for
for meaning.
meaning, armed
armed with
with aa specific
specific set
set of
of strategies.
strategies. The
The use
use of
ot
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these
these strategies
strategies can
can be
be triggered
triggered by
by the
the occurrence
occurrence of
of certain
certain observable
observable
language clues.
clues.
language
At
At this
this point
point an
an example
example may
mayserve
serve toto clarify
clarify the
the focus
focus of
of the
the presenpresen
tation. Read
Read the
the following
followingstory:
story:
tation.
Jimmv
go. Today
Jimmy ran
ran home
home from
from school
school as
as fast
fast as
as he
he could
couldgo.
Todaywas
was
the
the day
day of
of the
the big
big baseball
baseball game
game between
between the
the BB Street
Street Bombers
Bombers and
and
the
Ii II Nine.
the Park
Park IHill
Nine. He
He raced
raced into
into the
the house
house and
and grabbed
grabbed his
his
baseball
baseball glove.
glove. As
As he
he started
started to
to run
run out
out the
the door
door his
his mother
mother caught
caught
him
him and
and said.
said, "If
"If you
you do
do your
your home-work,
home-work, then
then you
you can
can play
play
baseball."
baseball." Jimmy
Jimmy knew
knew he
he didn't
didn't have
have time
time to
to do
do his
his home-work
home-work and
and
get to
to the
the game
game on
on time.
time.
get
Later
Later in
in the
the afternoon
afternoon as
as Jimmy
Jimmy hit
hit his
his second
second homerun
homerun he
he
wondered what
what would
would happen
happen when
when he
he returned
returned home.
home.
wondered
Inferential
Inferential comprehension
comprehension may
may be
be dealt
dealt with
with superficially
superficially in
in this
this story
story
through asking the
out the
the question, "Did Jimmy take
takeout
the garbage?" This
This alone
may
may be
be enough
enough to
to "teach" many children about inference. However,
However,
another approach,
approach, one
one dealing
dealing with
with thought
thought processes
processes and
and language
language clues,
clues,
another
may be more appropriate.
mav
Many
Many basic
basic inferences are made using a structure known as
as an If ...
. . .,,
then ...
. . . clause.
clause. Children
Children may
may first
first be
be introduced
introduced to
to the
the logical
logical sequence
sequence of
of
then
simple if ..
. . .," then ...
. . . implication.
simple
implication. Then they
they can be made aware
aware of the
kev words
vmrds (If ....
then ...
). Armed with
with this
this strategy the childcould
child could read
key
. . ., then
. . .).
the
passage looking for the
the passage
the language clue to
to trigger his thinking process.

Thought Process
Process
The Teacher's Thought
Develolling a Strategy
Strategy
In Developing
purpose of conceptualization,
conceptualization. comprehension
comprehension will be defined
For the purpose
literal. inferential,
inferential, critical,
critical. and creative.
here as four levels of thinking: literal,
no more absolutes in this
this definition than were
were cited in
in the
There are no
prcvious definitional
definit ional approaches,
approaches. but the teacher must begin somewhere.
previous
Lz'leral comprehension entails reading to recognize or recall information
Literal
comprehemion entails taking literal
which is explicitly stated. Inferential comprehension
Ien'l understandings and combining them to make interpretations beyond
level
what
what is
is explicitly
explicitlv stated.
stated. Critical
Crz"tical comprehension
comprehension entails
entails the
the combination
combination of
of
literal and inferential thinking to make more subjective judgments.
Creative
Creat II'£' comprehension
comprehension entails
entails using
using thinking
thinking at
at all
all threeprevious
three previous levels
levels to
to
evoke
evoke emotional
emotional or
or affective
affective responses.
responses.
This
This four-level
four-level breakdown
breakdown is
is utilized
utilized to
to provide
provide aa common
common basis
basis for
for
conceptualization. If
If this
this format
format presents
presents difficulty,
difficulty, view
view the
the breakdown
breakdown as
as
conceptualization.
and add
add or
or subtract
suhtract levels
levels as
as needed.
neeckd. The
The important
important requirement
requirement in
in
fluid and
fluid
teaching comprehension
comprehension isis that
that the
the teacher
teacher conceptualizes
conceptualizes the
the process
process in
in
teaching
comfortable
comfort;lblc and
and understandable
understandable manner.
manner.
Given
Given the
the four
four levels
levels of
of comprehension
comprehension aa framework
framework needs
needs to
to be
be
established
established for
for the
the searching
searching out
out of
of language
language clues.
clues. Asimple
A simple analogy
analogy may
may
help to
to clarify
clarify this
this need.
need. If
If children
children are
are searching
searching for
for San
San Diego
Diego on
on aa map,
map,
help
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they might
might use
use aa world
world map,
map, aa United
United States
States map,
map, aa California
California map,
map, or
or aa
they
southern California
California map.
map. The
The best
best strategy
strategy might
might be
be to
to use
use the
the southern
southern
southern
California
California map
map first,
first, and
and after
after locatingSan
locating San Diego
Diego to
to use
use increasingly
increasingly larger
larger
maps to
to gain
gain relative
rf'lativf' perspective.
pf'rspf'f'tivf'. In
In the
thf' same
"amp way
way children
rhilrlrf'n searching
searrhing for
for aa
maps
languagf' clue
rhw might
might begin
hPgin their
their search
"earrh with
wit h single
singh' words
words and
anrl then
thf'n
specific language
specific
expand to
to sentences,
sentences, paragraphs,
paragraphs, stories,
stories, and
and finally,
finally, synthesize
synthesize their
their
expand

thoughts through
through multiple
multiple stories.
stories.
thoughts
For example,
example, large
large meaning
meaning changes
changes can
can emanate
emanate from
from single
single words.
words.
For
Consider three
three sentences:
sentences:
Consider
President Carter
Cart('[ confronted
confronted the
the group.
group.
President
President Carter
Carter confronted
confronted the
the throng.
throng.
President
President Carter
Carter confronted
confronted the
the mob.
mob.
President

Three single words, group-throng-mob, seriously change the meaning of
the sentence.
sentence.
the
also be gained from sentences. The if .. .. ..,, then .. .. ..,,
Meaning can also
example previously cited demonstrates
demonstrates inferential thinking within a sen
senconcepts can also
also be extended beyond
beyond words and sen
sentence. These same concepts
tences to paragraphs and story passages.
passages.
tences
is often neglected
neglected in the teaching of com
comThe multiple story level is
to comprehend, teachers are
are often
often asking
prehension. In asking children to

them to analyze
analyze or break down
down thoughts.
thoughts. It should not be forgotten
forgotten that
taught to see
see relationships across
across different stories and
children need to be taught
they need to be given a logical strategy
strategy for comparison and contrast
they
synthesis.
variables presented,
The two variables
presented, levels of comprehension and length of
passages at
may operate, can be
form a
at which comprehension mayoperate,
be organized to form
matrix.
matrix.
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Figure One: A conceptualization of comprehension

levels of thinking

length of
passage

1.
l.

literal

2.

inferential 3.

critical

4.

1.1
1.1

2.1
2.1

3.1
3.1

4.1
4.1

1.2
1.2

2.2
2.2

3.2
3.2

4.2
4.2

1.3
1.3

2.3
2.3

3.3

4.3
4.3

1.4
1.4

2.4
2.4

3.4
3.4

4.4
4.4

creative

word
word

Sentence
Sentence

paragraph
orr
o
story
story

multiple
story
In examining this matrix it should be noted that sixteen cells have been
are represented and
constructed. Four different levels of comprehension are
each of these levels divided
clivided by the length of passage which is used as the
framework to organize the search for language clues. There is nothing
absolute about this conceptualization, but it does have utility for the
teacher.
teacher.

What
What are the Language Clues.?
Clues?
It is
is impossible for any
anyone
one person to fully establish all the clues that
relate to any given cell in the matrix. The insightful teacher will constantly
be adding strategies and clues to the framework. The following brief
examination of specific language clues will be undertaken mindful of three

factors:
is a skeleton outline to structure teacher thinking. The
1. The
The matrix is
insightful teacher must add workable ideas at the applied level.
2. Most clues can be traced back to the single word or sentence level.
Organization of these specific clues is what takes place at longer
passage levels.
3. Inferential comprehension builds from literal, critical from literal
inferential. etc.,
etc .. in
and inferential,
in a hierarchical fashion.
these reasons the discussion of specific language clues will center on
For these
of single words (1.1) sentences (1.2) in
infour cells: literal comprehension of
ferential comprehension of
of single words (2.1) and sentences (2.2).
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Lz"teral comprehension
comprehensz"on of single
sZ'ngle words. Single
Singl~ words are
ar~ the
th~ most
1.1 Literal
appar~nt components
compon~nts of
of a written
written message. The
The reader should
should
obvious and apparent
cC'ftain thought processes are
are keyed
key~d with
with individual words. After
After
learn that certain
the concepts
cUIlLl'pl~ have
kl\c been
Lwt"ll piesenled
pll'~l'lltl'J at
dt ad conucte
cUIILll'll' level
lnd the leadei
Il'dJt"I should
~huulJ be
Ix
dppl i~l'J of
uf the key
key or
Ul clue words
\vUl J~ that
lhdt indicate
illJicdll' the process.
process. For
fur example,
example,
appiised
time sequence
s~quence is an area
area that receives con
conrecognition and recall of a time
the area of
of literal comprehension.
compreh~nsion. After
After readers
siderable attention under the
have been
b~en assessed as needing development
d~velopment in this
this area, they begin to work
have
on a concrete
concret~ activity such
such as sequencing picture frames from
from a comic
comic strip
which have
have been cut apart. This is typically
typically done to establish
~stablish a concrete or
which
time relationships.
low abstraction level understanding of time
concret~ level activity
activity to develop
develop temporal ordering is enacting
Another concrete
figur~s on a story board or with puppets and then re-enacting
a story with figures
d~velop thought
the story. The creative teacher can find numerous ways to develop
th~ concrete level.
l~v~l. As
As the child's ability to "think about"
processes at the
is developed
d~v~lop~d the teacher should begin introducing the words
temporal order is
the language clues to sequencing. In this instance the
th~ key words
that are the
might be before,
before, during,
durz"ng, andafter
and after if the objective was of a low
low difficulty; or
might
b~ subsequently and retrospectively
retrospectz'vel), at a higher dif
difthe key words might be
th~ teaching
t~aching strategy is to prepare the reader with
with
ficulty level. Either way, the
the search for meaning.
some concrete clues for the
A bri~f
brief example of two more types of single words that are clues to
literal comprehension are appositives and pronoun referents. Words that
ar~ used in conjunction with appositive structures may help the
th~ student in
are
r~calling significant details.
details. Appositives are an easily recognizable clue to
recalling
identifying punctuation,
single word meanings and usually appear with identifying
e.g., John,
...
John. my brother,
brother ....
S~quence words,
words. pronoun referents,
referents. and appositives are three examples
Sequence
th~ literal level
level of
of language clues to single word comprehension at the
thinking. They
They relate directly to the skills
skills of recognizing and recalling
sequ~nc~
sequence and recognizing significant details.
Literal comprehensz"on
comprehension of sentences.
sentences. Within the framework of the
1.2 Lz"teral
sentence most of the grammatical restrictions of the English language
operate. In sentence length passages
passages children can bring to bear their oral
language knowledge on the comprehension task. The most obvious
obvious
language clues to literal comprehension here are word order and puncpunc
tuation. For example, consider the following three sentences:
Tony played first base!
base!
Tony played first base.
Tony played first base?
The simple punctuation differences change the entire literal topic or main
idea of these sentences.
Additionally, the relationship between literal comprehension of
significant details and main ideas may often be uncovered in subordinate
clauses. Consider the following sentences:
While the refinery exploded, the freighters waited
at the dock.
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While the freighters waited at the dock, the
refinery exploded.
The shift in word order from main to subordinate clause indicates a similar
shift of the pieces of information from main ideas to significant details.
as language
Children need to be familiarized with subordinate conjunctions as
clues to this process. Teaching children to carefully dig through sentences
for important punctuation and word order language clues can help them to
develop strategies for recalling the main idea or recalling significant details.
2.1 Inferential comprehension
comprehension of words. Inferential thinking is
is a series
of thought processes or operations. These processes are cued by certain
specific words. Some of the thought processes of inference involve
classification. Piaget (1957) has described some of the logical strategies
involved as negation, conjunction and disjunction. Negation is signaled by
clue words such as not)
not, nor)
nor, and nez"ther;
neither; conjunction by and)
and, also)
also, and
both;
both; and disjunction by or)
or, ezther)
either, and not both.
both. Consider the following
sentence:
sentence:
and
Jim or Bill pulled the bank robbery.
not
not
Obviously precise use of the clue words is
is all important in gaining the
meaning of this passage. These basic operations are the core of inferential
understanding. They relate directly to using
using class inclusive and exclusive
need to
inference. Children need
to be made aware of the precise meanings of these
words, and they need
need to search them out in their reading.
Another example of single word clues to inferential thinking is the
cited, but also
if ...
. . .,, then ...
. . . structure. This example has been previously cited,
needs consideration here as it expands well
well into the sentence length passage.
are the clues to trigger the thought process of im
imThe words if and then are
plication but they gain full meaning in complete sentence expansion.
comprehension of sentences.
sentences. Determining fact from
from
2.2 Inferential comprehension
is a comprehension skill that is often considered under the heading
fiction is
inference. Once
Once again there
there are certain clues in the written message that
of inference.
One common clue is
can help children to trigger their inferential thinking. One
legend, fairy tales, etc.
etc: often include many context violations
that fantasy, legend,
between the subject nouns and main verbs. Consider these
these sentences:
between
''I'll huff and I'll puff ....
The wolf said "I'll
. ."" (wolf/said)
The dish ran away with the spoon
(dish/ran)
down beside
....
. . along came a spider and sat down
her
her and said
said.. . .
(spider/said)
Stuart Little drove
(mouse/drove)
drove his car onto
onto.. . .
Each sentence is from a fictional piece. The subject
subject of the sentence
sentence is doing
something that
that in reality can not be done by the subject. Children need
need to
something
be made aware of the restrictions between nouns and verbs and to look for
concrete clues that a story is fictionalized.
fictionalized.
violations of these restrictions as concrete
examples of logical relationships such
such as class inclusion
inclusion and
Other examples
clued at the
the sequence
sequence level. Materials such as attribute
exclusion are often clued
people pieces, and
and color cubes published by Webster Divisions of
of
blocks, people
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McGraw
McGraw Hill
Hill are
are excellent
excellent concrete
concrete teaching
teaching materials
materials for
for developing
developing
inferential thinking.
thinking.
inferential

Implementing
Implementing the
the Concepts
Concepts Presented
Presented asa
as a Teaching
Teachz'ng Style
S(Vle
To this
this point
point the
the discussion
di'icu<.;.<;inn has
ha<; been
hf'f'n centered
rentf'rer! on
on the
the teacher's
tearhf'r's con
ronTo

ceptualization
ceptualization of
of comprehension
comprehension process,
process, and
and on
on identifying
identifying some
some potential
potential
language clues.
clues. It
It is
is now
now necessary
necessary to
to set
set up
up an
an actualsequence
actual sequence of
of teaching
teaching
language
that can
can be
be implemented.
implemented. This
This sequence
sequence isis designed
designed to
to point
point up
up
that
relationships
relationships in
in the
the teaching
teaching of
of word
word recognition
recognition skills
skills to
to the
the teaching
teaching of
of
or comprehension.
comprehension.
thought processes or

1. Introduce
Introduce the
the Concept or Thought Process at a Concrete Level
Level. The
1.
initial consonant b may be taught as sound at the beginningof
beginning of words like
pictures. (ball, baby) or those that can be cut out
those that can be shown in pictures,
of a mail-order catalogue (bicycle, baseball), or things that can be brought
home (banana, bow). Likewise, many comprehension processes can
can be
from home
and problems
problt'ms are
art' one form
fonn
demonstrated at concrete level. Attribute games and
of materials that science and
and math teachers often use to develop
develop thinking
of
skills. These materials are readily adaptable
adaptable to any content area. The
important point is
is to remember to help
help the
the child learn
learn to think
think not
not merely
important
answer questions.
to answer

2. Introduce the
for the
the Language Clues that are
are Signals
S(e;nals for
the Thought
Process the
the Student is
lS Trying to
to Develop. If children were
were being taught
taught to
by side in a word,
syllabicate between identical consonants appearing side by
they would undoubtedly
undoubtedly be
be presented with a number of words conforming
confonning
they
before they
they were
were asked
asked to be able to select
select words to
to the generalization before
which the generalization applied. In the same
same way, children learning to
which
differentiate appropriate and inappropriate
inappropriate if ...
. . .,, then
then ...
. . . implications
differentiate
need
need to
to be made fully
fully aware
aware that they
they are reading to find
find aa sentence
sentence in
in
which the If
if and then
then both apfX'ar.
appear. These
These are their language
language clues
cluesto
which
to trigger
the process
process they have been developing in
in step one.
3. Provide Practz'ce
he Process z'n
Practice wzt
withh tthe
in Lz'mz'ted
Limited Context. If the child had
been introduced to the hard sound of c, it would be wise
wise to provide reading
selecti()ns
selections including words
words such asca/ie.
nscakc, caj),
cap. ('andle.
candle, COllI'
cone and cuj)
cup. The
The wise
wise
teacher would not follow
follow the lesson
lesson with aa selection including the words
words
dty,
city, center, cell,
cell, and cezlz'ng.
ceiling. Therefore,
Therefore, after introducing ifif ....
. . ., then
then ...
...
implication at
at the
the concrete
concrete level and
and carefully introducing
introducing the
the clue
clue word."
words,
implication
the teacher should find or write short selections which confom1
conform directly to
the
the generalizations.
generalizations. After
After the
the child
child has
has had
had practice
practice in
in using
usingthe
the cues,
cues, slight
slight
ill('gllLnitics
irregularities Illa\'
mav he
be introduccd
introduced slich
such ;IS;I
as a 5('ntcl]('
sentence with
with ;Ja ''[;It(,(\I/
stated ij and
and an
an
understood
understood then.
then.
4.
4. Provide
Provide Extended
Extended Practice
Practice wz'th
with the
the Process
Process hI
in Context
Context Where
Where The
The
Cues
Cues Are
Are Not
Not Present.
Present. If
If the
the student
student has
has been
been taught
taught to
to use
use context
context and
and the
the
regular "ed"
"ed" past
past tense
tense marker
marker as
as aa word
word recognition
recognition aid
aid itit isis hoped
hoped that
that
regular
some
some of
of this
this learning
learning will
will transfer
transfer to
to decoding
decoding of
of irregular
irregular verbs
verbs which
which do
do
not use
use the
the "cd"
"ed" marker
marker (eg.
(eg. ran).
ran). Likewise
Likewiseonce
comprehension process
process
not
once aa comprehension
has
has been
been learned
learned at
at the
the concrete
concrete level
level and
and the
the reader
reader has
has ample
ample practice
practice in
in
triggering the
the process
processthrough
through aplx'arance
appearance of
of the
the lang'uagc
language clues,
clues, itit isishoped
hoped
triggering
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that the thought processes will
will continue to function in the absence of the
literal level clues.

Summary
A conceptual framework of reading comprehension including two
variables.
variables, lewl
level of comprehension and length of passage has been presented.
Four of the sixteen cells formed in this framework have been briefly exex
plored to determine examples of specific language clues. Such traditional
comprehension skills as
as finding the main idea.
idea, recalling significant details,
fiction, drawing inferences, and recalling sequence of
detecting fact from fiction.
e\Tnts
events have been fit into this framework. Further, some specific language
clues have been cited as signals to each one of these thought processes.
Finally.
Finally, a four-step teaching sequence was introduced. The steps were:
1. Introduce the thought process at a concrete level.
2. Introduce the language clues that are signals of the process.
3. Prmide
Provide practice in limited context.
4. Provide extended practice in a context where the cues are not
present.
It has not been the contention that this article is
is a complete
methodology for teaching reading comprt'hension.
comprehension. It isis hoped that the
information presented will
will provide a conceptualization and a few
few sample
strategies to which the innovative teacher
tt'acher can move from the questioning
tt'aching children to think.
technique toward teaching
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UNDERSTANDING
UNDERSTANDING THE
THE HYPOTHESIS,
HYPOTHESIS,
IT'S
IT'S THE
THE TEACHER
TEACHER THAT
THAT
MAKES
MAKES THE
THE DIFFERENCE
DIFFERENCE
PART I
PARTI

Jerome C.
C. Harste
Harste
Jerome
INDIANA UNIVERSITY
UNIVERSITY
INDIANA

Research Establishing
F.stablzshing thePervasiveness
the Pervasiveness of
ofthe
the Teacher
Teacher Variable
Variable
Research
Any explication
explication of
of the
the essential
essential components
components of
of an
an effective
effective reading
reading
Any
program will
will likely
likely include
include aa discussion
discussion of
of the
the teacher's
teacher's role.
role. Research
Research
program
findings have
have made
made it
it abundantly
abundantly clear
clear that
that the
the single
single most
most important
important
findings
element of
of an
an effective
effective reading
reading program
program is
is the
the regular
regular classroom
classroom teacher.
teacher.
element
factors are important,
important. of course, but
but these
these research
research findings
findings
Many other factors
suggest pupil success or failure is most directly related to the "teacher
in the teaching of
of reading.
variable" in
One of
of the
the best
best known
known research efforts
efforts related to the
the teaching of
of reading
One
is the Cooperative Research Program in First Grade Reading Instruction,
in detail in
in the Reading
Readz'ng Research Quarterly
Quarter(v (Bond and
and Dykstra,
reported in
1967). This
This research program involved twenty-seven individual studies
parts of the United States. The studies attempted to
carried on in various parts
to initial readinginstruction
reading instruction that would
discover if there was an approach to
sIx'lling achievement at
at the end ofgrade
of grade one.
produce superior reading and spelling
Various instructional approaches,
approaches. including the linguistic, basal, language
i.t.a., were evaluated in
in terms
tenns ofstandardized
of standardized measures of
of
experience, and i.t.a.,
reading achievement.
Though Dykstra
Dykstra (1971)
(1971) reported
reported that
that there
there were
were problems
problems in
in making
making
Though
sure
sure that
that each
each approach
approach was
was used
used in
in aa pure
pure fonn,
form, the
the study's
study's findings
findings and
and
conclusions were significant. In
In the
the first place
place the
the study pointed
pointed out
out that
that
children
of materials
children seem
seem to
to learn
learn to
to read
read by
by aa variety
varietyof
materials and
and methods.
methods. The
authors
no one
authors stated
stated ".
". .. ..no
one approach
approach isis so
so distinctively better
better in
in all
all
situations and
and respects than
than the
the others that
that itit should be
be considered the
the one
one
best
best method
method and
and the
the one
one to
to be
be used
used exclusively"
exclusively" (Bond
(Bond and
and Dykstra,
Dykstra, 1967).
1967).
The
The message
message was
was clear:
clear: Improved
Improved reading
reading achievement
achievement isis not
not aa function
function
solely
continue:
solely of
of approach
approach or
or method.
method. The
The authors
authorscontinue:
Future
Future research
research might
might well
well center
center on
on teaching
teaching and
and learning
learning
situation
situation characteristics
characteristics .. .. .. The
The tremendous
tremendous range
range among
among
classrooms
classrooms within
within any
anymethod
method points
pointsout
out the
the importance
importance of
ofelements
elements
in
employed. To
in the
the learning
learning situation
situationover
overand
and above
above the
the methods
methodsemployed.
To
z'mprove
improve reading
reading instructz'on)
instruction, ititzSis necessary
necessary toto train
train better
betterteachers
teachers of
of
reading rather
rather than
than toto expect
expect aapanacea
in the
theform
ofmaterials.
materials, (p.
(p.
reading
panacea z'n
form of
11
11))
Similar
Similar statements
statements have
have been
been made
made by
by others.
others. Ramsey
Ramsey (1962),
(1962), in
in an
an
evaluation
evaluation of
of three
three groupings
groupingsprocedures
proceduresfor
forteaching
teaching reading,
reading, concluded,
concluded,
"The
"The thing
thing that
that the
the study
studyprobably
probablyillustrates
illustrates most
mostclearly
clearly isisthat
that the
the inin-
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fluence of
of the
the teacher
teacher isis greater
greater than
than that
that of
of aa particular
particular method,
method, aa certain
certain
fluence
variety of
of materials.
materials, or
or aa specific
specific plan
plan of
of organization.
organization. Given
Given aa good
good
variety
teacher, other
otherfactors
in teaching
teaching reading
readingtend
tend to
to pale
pale to
to insigm{icance.
insignificance. ""
teacher,
factors in
and Morrison
Morrison (1969)
(1969) reiterated
reiterated this
this conclusion.
conclusion. These
These authors
authors
IHarris
Ltrris and
two approaches to
to teaching reading, basal
reported aa three-year study of two
readers vs.
vs. language experience. They found, as
as did Bond and Dykstra,
Dykstra,
that differences in mean reading scores
scores within
within each method were much
larger than differences between methods and approaches:
The results of the study have indicated that the teacher is
is far more
The
Clearly procedures such as
as smaller
important than the method. Clearly
provision of auxiliary personnel
personnel may continue to give
give
classes and provision
results if teaching skills are not improved. It is
is
disappointing results
recommended, therefore, that in-service
in-service workshops
workshops and expert
consultive
consultive help be provided for all
all teachers and especially
especially for those
experience, (p. 339)
with minimal experience.
These studies have helped to establish the importance of the teacher
variable in the teaching of reading. They have, in fact, stimulated much
as the sections entitled, "Teacher Preparation and
subsequent research as
Practice" in the Annual Summaries of Investigations
Investigations Relating to Reading
(Weintraub. et ai,
al., 1973-74,
1973-74. 1974-75, 1975-76) attest. The teacher variable
(Weintraub,
perspectives and always in the hope of
has been studied from a number of perspectives
finding and identifying the one variable which makes, or seems to make,
the qualitative difference. Some examples of the dimensions of this variable
most recently studied include
include the following:
following: training (Roeder,
(Roeder, Beal and
Eller, 1973;
1973; Ahern and White, 1974;
1974; Garry, 1974), beliefs
beliefs (Mayes, 1974),
felt needs (Rutherford and Weaver, 1974;
1974; Yarington and
and Kotler, 1973),
problems
problems encountered in teaching reading (Litchtman, 1973), as well as
information
information processing
processing differences among teachers (Long and Henderson,
1974).
In spite of the fact that the reading
reading profession
profession has been fairly certain
about the importance of the teacher variable and its relationship to pupil
achievement in reading for roughly the past decade—its
decade-its importance
importance was
achievement
into the
the
suspected long before that -- very little insight has been gained into
variable. After reviewing
reviewing the research on the teacher
teacher variable, it iscenainly
is certainly
possible
possible to agree
agree with
with Jackson (1966)
(1966) who wrote:
wrote:
....
. . Almost all the noble crusades that have set out in search of the

returned empty-handed.
empty-handed.
best teacher and the best method ....
. . have returned
The
. . are pitifully small in proportion
The few discoveries to date ....
proportion to
their cost in time and energy.
energy. For example, the few drops of
of
knowledge that can
can be squeezed out
out of a half-century
half-century of
of research on
the
the personality
personality characteristics of
of good teachers
teachers are
are so low in in
inthat it is almost embarrassing
embarrassing to discuss
tellectual food value that

them
them ...
... (p.
(p. 9).
9).
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Part of
of the
the reason
reason for
for this
this disappointment
disappointment may
may be
be that
that the
the teacher
teacher variable,
variable,
Part

although
although well
well established
established as
as being
being important,
important, has
has seldom
seldom been
been studied
studied
directly. In
In fact,
fact, if
if the
the research
research which
which establishes
establishes the
the importance
importance of
of the
the
directly.
teacher variable
variable is
is closely
closdy examined
examined (Bond
(Bond and
and Dykstra,
Dykstra, 1967;
1967; Ramsey,
Ramsey,
teacher
1qf)2: Harris
Ha rris and
and Morrison,
Morrison. 1969),
1YbY). one
one finds
finds that
that none
none of
of these
these researchers
researchers
1962;
were
were actually
actually studyingthe
studying the teacher
teacher variable
variable directly.
directly. Their
Their identification
identification of
of
the variable
variable apparently
apparently rests
rests largely
largely on
on their
their inability
inability to
to find
find significance
significance
the
among and
and between
between the
the variables
variables theywere
they were actuallystudying.
actually studying.
among
Recently Singer
Singer (1974)
(1974) has
has suggested,
suggested, from
from his
his analysis
analysis of
oflow-achieving
Recently
low-achieving
and high-achieving
high-achieving schools,
schools, that
that we
we modify
modify the
the hypothesis
hypothesis that
that it's
it's the
the
and
teacher who makes the
the difference. "The more adequate hypothesis,"
hypothesis," he
states, "is that
that to the degree that the faculty, including the principal, is
trained, committed
committed to, and implements any valid system of reading in
intrained,
available. will there be a cumulative and significant dif
difstruction now available,
ference in reading achievement." Although Singer doesn't title his
interpret him
him as recommending that internal
z'ntemal program thrust
hypothesis, I interpret
and consistency
consistency be studied.
and
Another suggestion for modifying the hypothesis has been made by
Harste and Burke (1976). We propose
propose that the key
key component of the
the teacher's theoretical
theoretz'cal orientation.
orz'entatz'on. We operationally
teacher variable is the
define this component as
as a particular knowledge and belief system about
which strongly influences critical
critical decision-making related 10
reading which
lo both
the teaching and learning of reading. Our findings suggest that both
teachers and learners hold particular
particular and identifiable theoretical orien
orienwhich in turn significantly effect
effect expectancies, goals,
goals,
tations about reading which
behavior, and outcomes at all levels.
Although
Although Singer
Singer (1974) does
does not propose that theoretical
theoretical orientation is
is
dimension of internal program
program thrust and consistency which
which he
he
the key dimension
recommends be studied, our findings suggest
suggest that such an exploration
would be fruitful. in
In fact.
fact, if a school
school system
system had adopted a particular inin
structional
structional program, had
had made sure
sure itit was
was being
being implemented
implemented apap
propriately,
propriately, and had chosen criterion
criterion measures in
in accordance with
with the
the
thrust of the
the program,
program, we
we would
would argue
argue that the
the variable
variable of
of theoretical
theoretical
orientation was
was the key
key component of this
this thrust. An
An explication of the
notion of theoretical orientation as well
well as examples drawn from four years
of
of field
field observation
observation follows.
follows.
A New
New Hypothesls
Hypothesis for
for Readz'ng
Reading Teacher
Teacher Research: Both the
the Teachz'ng
Teaching and
and
A
Leamz'ng
Learning of Readz'ng
Reading are
are Theoretz'cally
Theoretically Based
Based
Because
Because of
of our
our involvement
involvement in
in the
the teaching
teaching and
and supervision
supervision of
of college
college
students
students within
within reading
reading practicum
practicum experiences,
experiences, we
we have
have constant
constant entry
entry to
to aa
number
number of
of public
public school
school classrooms.
classrooms. One
One exciting
exciting dimension
dimension of
of this
this exex
perience
perience isis the
the exploration
exploration of
of the
the teacher's
teacher's role
role in
in assisting
assisting children
children with
with
their
their acquisition
acquisition of
of reading
reading competency.
competency. What
What has
has become
become both
both readily
readily
apparent and
and surprisingly
surprisingly persistent
persistent concerning
concerning the
the relationship
relationship between
between
apparent
reading instruction
instruction and
and the
the reading
reading process
processisis that:
that: (1)
(1) despite
despite atheoretical
atheoretical
reading
statements,
statements, teachers
teachers are
are theoretical
theoretical in
in their
their instructional
instructional approach
approach to
to
reading,
reading, and
and (2)
(2) despite
despite lack
lack of
of knowledge
knowledge about
about reading
reading theory,
theory, per
per se,
se,
students
students are
are theoretical
theoretical in
in the
the way
way in
in which
which they
they approach
approach learning
learning to
to read.
read.
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Theoretical Views
Views of
ofReading
Theoretical
Reading
Before
Before defining
defining by
by example
example what
what isis meant
meant by
by theoretical
theoretical orientation
orientation as
as
observable in
in student
student and
and teacher
teacher behavior,
behavior, aa verbal
verbal definition
definition of
of the
the
observable
concept seems
seems in
in order. Put
Put simply,
simply, aa theory
theory isis aa system
system of assumptions
concept
which experiences are organized and acted upon. In tenns
terms of
through which
cognitive psychology (see
(see Anderson, et.
et. al.)
al., 1976),
1976), aa theoretical orientation
is best thought of as
as aa cognitive structure or generalized schemata which
is
governs behavior.
behavior. Operationally then, aa theoretical
theoretical orientation isis aa parpar
ticular knowledge
knowledge and belief system
system held toward reading. In practice, this
this
knowledge and belief
expectancies and strongly
belief system operates
operates to
to establish
establishexpectanciesand
strongly
influences
influences aa whole
whole host
host of decisions
decisions made by
by teachers and pupils
pupils relative to
to
reading. It isis possible to
to cite
cite aa number of
of theoretical
theoretical views of the
the reading
reading.
process. Singer and Ruddell, in their volume Theoretical Models and
Processes of Readz'ng
Reading (1976), present some nine or more such models of the
Processes
process
process-- an effort which in no way exhausts the field. Current views
views of
reading
into three relatively distinct
and perceived
reading can be
be organized
organizedinto
distinct clusters
clustersand
perceived
as falling along a continuum. Their placement on the continuum is
is
as
determined by
by what components
components of the reading process each cluster is
is
detennined
willing to exclude from instructional settings.
One
One identifiable
identifiable cluster
cluster can be
be labeled
labeled a sound/symbol or decoding
decoding
orientation. In this instance reading is
is perceived as an offshoot of oral
language, the chiefaccomplishment
chief accomplishment of which isdependent
is dependent upon developing
and manipulating the relationships
between the sounds of speech
relationships between
speech and their
graphic
people who
graphic symbols. While
While people
who hold
hold this
this view of reading don't argue
components of language,
against the existence of syntax and meaning as
as ,components
language,
against
they do not see
see them as
as primary factors in the acquisition of the process.
they
is perceived
perceived as
as a pyramid, the base of which is
is sound/symbol
Language is
capstone of which
which is
is meaning. Figure 1 illustrates this
relationships, the capstone
model.

FIGURE 1: Decoding Model of Reading.

Words

Sound/Symbol
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McCracken and
and Walcutt
Walcutt in
in the
the Teachers'
Teachers' Edition
Edition of
of Basic
Basz'c Reading
Readz'ng
McCracken
(Lippincott, 1963),
1963), exemplify
exemplify this
this orientation:
orientation:
(Lippincott,
"Do you
you puipose
puq)OS~ to
to define
Jdin~ leading
IcaLling as
as meie
IIl~le word-calling
wOld-calling without
without
"Do
legal J 101 meaning?"
1l1edlllllg~"
regaidioi

"Yes we
we do.
do. Reading
Reading is,
is, first
first of
of all,
all, and
and essentially,
essentially, the
the mechanical
mechanical
"Yes
skill of
of decoding,
decoding, of
of turning
turning the
the printed
printed symbols
symbols into
into the
the sounds
sounds
skill
which are
are language."
language."
which

A second cluster which
which views reading as one
one of
of four
four language arts
arts
listening, speaking, reading and
--listerung,
and writing—can
writing~can be labeled a skills
The four
four language
language arts are seen as being composed of (and
(and thus
orientation. The
collection of discrete skills which share
share "common
"common abilities."
abilities."
learned as) a collection
Figure 2 illustrates this model.
model.
Figure
Model of
of Reading.
FIGURE 2: Skills Model

Decoding

Gralnnlar

Because
Because language
language isis perceived
perceived as
as aa pie
pie from
from which
which individual
individual "skill
"skill slices"
can
can be
be extracted
extracted for
for instruction,
instruction, itit becomes
becomes aa relevant
relevant task
task to
to develop
develop skill
skill
hierarchies. Text
Text book
book authors
authors who
who operate
operate out
out of this
this model
model usually
usually
hierarchies.
provide instruction
instruction in
in all
all three
three component
component areas
areas for
for each
each lesson.
lesson. Because
Because
provide
persons
persons holding
holding this
this model
model believe
believe the
the distinctive
distinctive feature
feature or
or key
key to
to reading
reading
success
success isis the
the word,
word, new
new vocabulary
vocabulary items
items are
are typically
typically introduced
introduced prior
prior to
to
reading. Following
Following silent
silent and
and oral
oral reading
reading aa series
series of
of comprehension
comprehension
reading.
Workbook activities
activities complete
complete the
the model
modelby
byproviding
providing
questions
questions are
are given.
given. Workbook
skill
skill practice
practice on
on usage.
usage. Robinson,
Robinson, Monroe,
Monroe, and
and Artley
Artley in
in the
the New
New Basz'c
Basic
Readers
Readers (Scott
(Scott Foresman,
Foresman, 1962),
1962), best
best illustrate
illustrate this
this model
model and
and conclude
conclude in
in
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the
the Teachers'
Teachers' Edition
Edition that
that one
one makL--s
makes sense
sense out
out of
of reading
reading by
by stringing
stringing
words
words together.
together. The
The quote
quote which
which follows
follows captures
captures this
this orientation's
orientation's emem
phasis on
on words
words as
as well
well as
as the
the notion
notion that
that reading
reading isis aa sequential
sequential skill
skill
phasis
mastery process.
process.
mastery
"Initially
"Initially aa child
child must
must learn
learn to
to identify
identify printed
printed individual
individual words
words
and
and relate
relate them
them to
to aa meaningful
meaningful context.
context. This
This isis best
best done
done by
by a)
a)
rapidly developing
developing aa basic
basic sight
sight vocabulary
vocabulary and
and b)
b) teaching
teaching word
word
rapidly
recognition skills."
A
A third theoretical
theoretical orientation,
orientation, which we
we term
term whole language
language or
or
language
language based,
based, views reading as
as one
one of
of four
four ways in
in which
which the abstract
concept
concept of language
language isis realized. This
This orientation assumes not
not only
only that the
systems of language
language are
are shared,
shared, but that they
they are interdependent and inin
teractive aspects of a process.
process. Figure 33 illustrates that under this model
language is
composed of
is conceived of
of as
as aa sphere. This
This sphere
sphere isiscomposed
of aa meaning
meaning
core enwrapped in a syntactic structure and sheathed with a
phoneme/grapheme
When aspects of
of language
language are focused upon
upon
phoneme/
grapheme system. When
for
penetrated and all
for instructional
instructional purposes, the sphere
sphere is
ispenetrated
all three systems are
extracted simultaneously.
simultaneously. In this view, reading, whether or not for
for inin
structional
structional purposes,
purposes, is
is always focused upon comprehending.
comprehending. Text book
book
authors who compose materials from
Reading .
FIGURE 3: Language Based Model of Reading.
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this
this perspective
perspective often
often do
do so
so building
building from
from the
the oral
oral language
language base
base of
of the
the
reader.
reader. Under
Under this
this view
view speaking
speaking differs
differs from
from reading
reading only
only by
by the
the addition
addition
of
of the
the grapheme
grapheme component
component in
in the
the outer
outer ring
ring of
of the
the model.
model. Given
Given this
this
perspective, it
it follows
follows that
that reading
reading educators
educators ought
ought to
to build
build upon
upon thestrong
the strong
perspective,
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language systems which the child already has mastered when teaching
reading.
reading. Scott Foresman
Foresman Reading
Reading systems(Aaron,
systems (Aaron, et.
et. ai,
al., 1971),
1971), the Sounds
of Language
Language Program (Martin
(Martin and
and Brogan, 1972),
1972), and
and the core of the
the
LFIR Program (Van
(\'an Allen, 1974)
1~74) exemplify this approach. Kenneth
Kenneth
LEIR
Goodman,
GoodmaIl, one
OIll' of
uf the authors of
of the
the Scott
Slott Foresman
FOll'SIlUI1 Reading
Re~\fJillg Systems
Sy"tt'lJl"
says:
program clearly exemplifies this model when he says:

"Reading is the active process of reconstructing meaning from
language
Ianguage represented by graphic
graphic symbols
symbols (letters), just as listening is
is
the active process of reconstructing meaning from the sound symbols
symbols
Meredith.
(phonemes) or oral language." (Smith, Goodman, and Meredith,
1976)

With these examples in mind, it might be well
well to restate the findings of
With
our field observations; namely, that
that we found both
both teachersand
teachers and students
students to
our
have theoretical orientations to reading (theoretical orientations, we
we might
might
add parenthetically, as distinctive and different from one another as those
descri bed above).
described

Research Paradigm
Paradz'gm
Research
The research paradigm used to explore the hypothesis
hypothesis that both the
The
is theoretically
theoretically based is
is presented in
teaching and learning of reading is
Figure 4. This paradigm suggeststhat
suggests that a study of the decisions
decisions made by both
relative to what goals
goals they select,
select, what information or
teachers and pupils relative
decisions as
as to what progress they (students) or their
data they use to make decisions
like, are key
key to
students (teachers) are making in reading, and the like,
the identification of theoretical orientation. It should be noted that this

paradigm includes not only a teacher dimension, but also
also a student

dimension.
dim('nsion. While
Whil(' this is
is admittedly a new dimension in teacher education
research, our inquiry suggests
suggests student performance is
is often key
key to unun
derstanding teacher performance. Put simply, student reading perper
formance, at least in part, mirrors instruction. Put another way,
way, our
research suggests a student's predisposition to apply one theoretical model
over anothn
another is
is strongly influenced by the instructional environment. Major
environmental influences seem to be the classroom teacher's theoretical
orientation or model of reading and the text author's theoretical orientation
or model of reading. This phenomenon is
is particularly observable among
less
less proficient readers who
who appear more dependent upon the model
model which is
is
available for the development of reading strategies.

Examples of Theoretz'cal
Theoretical Instructz'on
Instruction
That the teaching of reading is
is theoretical in practice is
is something we
we
learned early in our long series of classroom visits.
visits. In one of the first of such
visits, for example, the authors watched a first grade teacher teach a
visits,
reading lesson. After she had completed the lesson, we asked the teacher if
she would 'mind
mind if we would bring our undergraduate reading methods class
into her room to see her teach an actual reading lesson,
lesson, as
as she personified
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FIGURE4: Research
Research Paradigm.
Paradigm.
FIGURE4:
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the whole-language approach to reading in her teaching. The teacher's
response was
was classic, "This program personifies nothing. I simply teach
teach
actually transpired in the classroom
reading." Despite her disclaimer, what actually
was
was clearly
clearly whole-language
whole-language in
in nature.
nature. The
The teacher
teacher had
had aa cucumber
cucumber in
in ajar
a jar
and had
had obviously
obviously had
had itit for
for several
several weeks.
weeks. The
The cucumber,
cucumber, at
at the
the time
time of
of
and
this observation,
observation, was
was black
black with
with mold.
mold. The
The students
students were
were asked
asked to
to observe
observe
this
the
the cucumber
cucumber and
and to
to note
note changes
changes which
which had
had taken
taken place
place from
from the
the week
week
prior. As
As the
the children
children offered
offered descriptive
descriptive statements,
statements, the
the teacher
teacher wrote
wrote
prior.
these
these on
on the
the blackboard.
blackboard. In
In the
the process
process of
of doing
doing this,
this, one
one student
student remarked
remarked
that
that they
they could
could have
have combined
combined two
two of
of the
the sentences.
sentences. The
The teacher
teacher im
immediately
mediately picked
picked up
up on
on this
this idea
idea by
by suggesting
suggesting that
that the
the children
children think
think of
of
various
various ways
ways they
they could
could express
express their
their ideas
ideas about
about the
the moldingcucumber
molding cucumber in
in
the classroom.
classroom. While
Whik the
the teacher
teacher suggested
suggested her
her reading
reading program
program "per"perthe
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sonifies nothing,"
nothing," an
an analysis
analysis of
of this
this instructional
instructional sequence
sequence suggests
suggests the
the
sonifies
operationalization
operationalizationofa
of a whole-language
whole-languageapproach
approach toinstruction.
to instruction.

Even
Even more
more obvious
obvious were
were teachers
teachers holding
holding aa decoding
decoding view
view of
of reading.
wading.

They,
They, too,
too, of
of couise,
LOUI~l", maintained
Illdilltctillf'd they
they were
were "pushing"
"pushing" no
no reading
reading theory,
thcory:
yet, they
they lepeatedly
lcpeJ.tully stressed
stressed that
that the
the child
child sound
sOIIIJ(l out
(llll the
tht' word.
word. One
One
yet,
teacher, we
we remember
remember so
so vividly,
vividly, was
was almost
almost aa perfect
perfect type-class
type-class of
of the
the
teacher,
theoretical position.
position. Throughout
Throughout the
the lesson
lesson she
she had
had children
children decode
decode words.
words.
theoretical
Never
Never once
once during
during our
our observations
observations in
in her
her classroom
classroom didwe
did we see
see herexplore
her explore
with the
the children
children the
the meaning
meaning of
of what
what they
they were
were reading.
reading. The
The story
story served
served
with
solely as
as aa vehicle
vehicle for
for teaching
teaching phonic
phonic skills.
skills. She,
She, like
like the
the theoretical
theoretical model
model
solely
upon
upon which
which she
she was
was operating,
operating, assumed
assumed that
that if
if the
the word
word was
was decoded,
decoded,
meaning was
was implicit.
implicit. Return
Return visits
visits to
to her
her classroom
classroom found
found her
her conducting
conducting
meaning
similar lessons.
lessons.
similar

Watching
Watching teachers
teachers work
work with
with individual
individual children
children in
in reading
reading adds
adds
further
further credence
credence to
to the
the theoretical
theoretical nature
nature of
of instruction.
instruction. Interestingly,
Interestingly,

teacher response repertoires to children who encounter an unfamiliar word
in
in print
print is
is especially
especially illuminating
illuminating of
of their
their theoretical
theoretical orientation.
orientation. We
We found
found
few teachers who had expanded repertoires. Most tended toward having a
single
single high
high priority
priority response
response pattern.
pattern. Teachers
Teachers who
who represented
represented a
a decoding
decoding
theory responded
responded consistently
consistently with,
with, "Sound
"Sound it
it out,"
out," or
or "What
"What other
other word
word do
do
theory
you
you know
know that
that begins
begins with
with that
that letter?"
letter?" Teachers
Teachers holding
holding a
a whole-language
whole-language
orientation to reading unknowingly, if their denials mean anything, had a
do you
favored response repertoire. The verbal ones prompted, "What do
be from the rest of
of the
the sentence?" The
The nonverbal
think that word might be
ones often offered no
no help, thereby gaining information as to
to what
strategies
in
strategies the
the child
child had for unlocking
unlocking unfamiliar words encountered in
print. Both
Both types
types of
of teachers
teachers said
said in
in post-interviews
post-interviews that
that they
they followed
followed this
this
print.
procedure
procedure so
so that
that children
children would
would learn
learn to
to think
think about
about what
what they
they were
were
reading
reading to
to figure
figure out
out unfamiliar
unfamiliar words.
words. Their
Their reasons
reasons clearly
clearly reflect
reflect aa
theoretical orientation.
Interestingly, as
as we
we have
have mentioned
mentioned before,
before, teachers
teachers had
had extremely
extremely
Interestingly,
limited
limited response
response repertoires.
repertoires. We
We can
can recall
recall from
from neither
neither our
our memories
memories nor
nor
our
our notes
notes aa teacher
teacher who
who used
used all
all of
of the
the responses
responses discussed
discussed in
in this
this section.
section.
The typical
typical pattern
pattern was
was toto offer
offer prompts
prompts exemplifying
exemplifying aa single
single theoretical
theoretical
The
orienta
tion.
orientation.
Not all
all teacher's
teacher's responses
responses to
to pupils
pupils were
were so
so obvious,
obvious, however.
however. One
One
Not
teacher,
teacher, for
for example,
example, simply
simply and
and immediately
immediately gave
gave the
the pupil
pupil the
the word
word ifif
she
she ever
ever hesitated
hesitated in
in oral
oralreading.
reading. She
She was,
was, to
toan
anobserver,
observer, encouraging
encouraging the
the
pupil
unlocking unfamiliar
print. Because
pupil toto rely
rely on
on her
her for
for cues
cues to
tounlocking
unfamiliar words
words in
inprint.
Because
we found
found her
her behavior
behavior atypical,
atypical, we
we purposely
purposely observed
observed her
her classroom
classroom on
on
we
several occasions.
occasions. She
She remained
remained consistent.
consistent. Whenever
Whenever aa child
child came
came to
to an
an
several
unfamiliar word,
word, she
she would
would simply
simply give
give the
the word.
word. Because
Because she
she felt
felt itit so
so
unfamiliar
important that
that the
the child
child comprehend
comprehend the
the material
material being
being read,
read, she
she elected
elected
important
not
not to
to interfere
interfere in
in the
the communicative
communicative process
process of
of reading,
reading, but
but rather
rather to
to
strengthen it.it. While
While this
this teacher
teacher maintained
maintained she
she was
was atheoretical,
atheoretical, her
her
strengthen
verbal
verbal explanation
explanation and
and teacher
teacher behavior
behavior suggest
suggest she
she was
was acting
acting out
out of
of aa
consistent
consistent theoretical
theoretical framework.
framework.
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To
To further
further explore
explore the
the hypothesis
hypothesis that
that the
the teaching
teaching of
of reading
reading isis
theoretically based,
based, we
we often
often have
have extensive
extensive interviews
interviews with
with teachers
teachers after
after
theoretically
we
weohserve
observe them
them teaching.
teaching. One
One of
of our
our favorite
favorite questions
questions is,
is, "Who
"Who isis the
the best
best
reader
reader in
in this
this class?"
class?" This
This question
question usually
usually elicited
elicited some
some name,
name, to
to which
which we
we
ask.
ask, "What
"What does
does he/she
he/she do
do that
that makes
makes you
you think
think he/she
he/she isis such
such aa good
good
reader?" Again
Again the
the responses
responses that
that this
this question
question solicits
solicits strongly
strongly suggests
suggests aa
reader?"
theoretical orientation.
orientation.
theoretical
"He
"He uses
uses phonics
phonics and
and can
can really
really sound
sound out
out some
some difficult
difficult words."
words."
"She understands everything she reads."
reads."
"She
"He really tries to sound out words!"
Because teachers
teachers are often
often uneasy
uneasy about this line
line of questioning
questioning and
some.
some, in
in fact,
fact, probably
probably wisely, asked,
asked, "What do you
you mean by
by best?"
best?" we
we
have hffn
been forced
forced to
to develop aa better procedure
procedure for
for eliciting
eliciting their responses.
We do this by asking teachers to rank order from best to worst the readers in
class. We then give
give those pupils listed as
as the best reader and the worst
worst
their class.
reader a Reading Miscue
Miscue Inventory (Goodman and Burke, 1970).
1970). Later in
interview with
with the
the teachers
teachers we play
play the tapes
tapes of these
these children
children reading and
ask the teacher, after she
she listens to
to the tape, to tell
tell us
us why
why the pupil was
was
ask
ranked
recently,
ranked as
as he
he was. This
This procedure,
procedure, although developed quite recently,
permits the teacher to be more explicit in her definition. With her explicitness comes even clearer indications of theoretical orientation, as the
reading miscue worksheet and teacher interview transcript
following reading
indicate.
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Student
transcript of
Student Worksheet {Tape
(Tape transcnpt
of oralreading)
oral reading)
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Transcript
Interview Transcrzpt
Interviewer (I): What would you say
say about that tape? Does it reflect how
this student normally reads?

Yes. That's a good tape. That's how Jimmy reads. That's
Teacher (T): Yes.
really a hard piece, though.

we chose the piece so that there would be things the child didn't
I: Well, we
as the best reader?
know. Why did you pick Jimmy as
T: Well, because he really sounds out the words well. You can tell that
is using what we've
we've talked about. He really tries to get the word.
he is
And he usually does.

we have opportunities to discuss
discuss with the teacher things that
Oftentimes we
have transpired while we
we are observing formal lessons in the classroom.
When looking over student papers, one of our favorite questions is, "What
do you suppose that means?" pointing to an incorrect response which the
pupil had made on a worksheet. How teachers process information, as well
well
as what information is
is selected for processing, is
is clearly another measure of
theoretical orientation. Similarly, questions such as "Why did you select
those materials?" and "Why did you use that approach?" are more often
than not good stimuli for responses indicating theoretical orientation.
Probably the most personally surprising result of our observations is the
consistency which we see in terms of theoretical orientation across behavior.
Theoretical orientation seems consistent through goal, diagnostic
materials, and reading criteria selection. We have found no examples of
dectic behavior (that is,
is, teachers teaching from one theoretical position on
electic
on
one visit
visit and from another on another visit),
the fact that
visit), and this in spite of the
several of the
the teachers reportedly "did a little of everything
ev~rything every day."

End of
of Part I—(Part
I-(Part Two
Two will appear in Winter '78 issue.)
End
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various screening instruments and achievement
Through the use of various
possible reading disability
measures, a number of children are identified as possible
are subjected to further testing
cases. Once identified, these children are
which attempts to identify specific
usually with a reading diagnostic test which
usually
strengths and weaknesses in performance. Discussions with school
psychologists, educational diagnosticians, and teachers of children with
reading disabilities suggest that much credence is still placed on profile
of diagnostic reading test data as suggested by their authors
analysis of
(Durrell, 1957: Karlsen, Madden, and Gardner, 1966) among others.
Reviews by Wechsler (1974), Sattler (1974) and Hirshoren and Kavale
(1977), in the area of intelligence testing, provide appropriate cautions
is not unusual to find
regarding the practice of profile analysis. Since it is
profiles, it might be
remedial programs developed at least in part on these profiles,
profitable to examine why profile analysis adds spurious specificity and
misatriculated authority to quasi diagnostic statements.
Stanford Diagnostic
Diagnostic Reading Test
Level II, form W
Using the Stanford
Test (SDRT) Level
example, 1 the pitfalls of profile analysis can be examined. When
as an example,1
dealing with any measurement instrument, an important consideration is
is
its stability and consistency which is
is expressed by the reliability coefficient.
While the reliabilities of individual subtests in the SDRT are acceptable (r's
range from.
72 to .96), it is
tests are less
stable than
from .72
is apparent that some sub
subtests
lessstable
others in measuring whatever the subtests do in fact measure. Reliability as
as
an index of reproduce-ability is
is an important consideration in interpreting
scores
scores earned on separate subtests since the lower the reliability of a parpar
ticular subtest, the,
the> less confidence there is that an accurate assessment of
true ability has been achieved.
While the reliability coefficient expresses
expresses stability in a relative sense,
sense, a
more useful statistic is the standard error of measurement (SEm) which
expresses test reliability in an absolute sense,
sense, that is,
is, with score units. The
reliability coefficient and standard deviation provide an estimate of the
standard error of measurement (SEm = SD VI-r)
Vl-r) (Doppelt, 1956). This
statistic indicates how much an individual's score would be expected to vary
upon repeated examination with the same test.
11 The SDRT is
is used only as a representative example of a type of test fonnat
format and we do
not mean to single it out for specific criticism.
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Specifically,
Specifically, the
the standard
standard error
error of
of measurement
measurement indicates
indicates the
the band
band of
of
error
error surrounding
surrounding aa test
test score.
score. IItt isis used
used to
to define
define limits
limits around
around an
an obtained
obtained
score
score written
written which
which there
there is
is reasonable
reasonable assurance
assurance that
that an
an individual's
individual's true
true
score
score exists.
exists. At
At grade
grade 5,
5, the
the standard
standard errors
errors of
of measurement
measurement for
for the
the SDRT
SDRT
subtests
subtests range
range from
from 1.4
1.4 to
to 4.6
4.6 (p.
(p. 29).
29). The
The reasonable
reasonable limits
limits around
around an
an
obtained
obtained score
score can
can be
be determined
determined by
by the
the level
level of
of confidence
confidence desired.
desired. If
If the
the
usual .05
.05 significance
significance level
level isis used,
used, the
the 95%
95% confidence
confidence interval
interval can
can be
be
usual
calculated
calculated by
by multiplying
multiplying the
the standard
standard error
error of
of measurement
measurement of
of each
each
subtest
by 1.96
1.96 (t:
(+ 1.96
1.96 SEm)
SEm) (Hays,
(Hays, 1973).
1973). The
The resulting
resulting values
values indiindi
sub
test by
cate
cate aa 95
95 percent
percent confidence
confidence that
that the individual's true score is
is not more
than
1.96 SEm away from the
than ±±1.96
the obtained
obtained score. For
For example,
example, in
in defindefin
ing
ing the 95%
95% confidence
confidence interval
interval at
at grade 55 for
for the SDRT, variations
in
in subtest
subtest scores range
range from
from 66 to
to 18
18 raw
raw score
score points
points around the
the obob
scores depending upon the particular subtest. On the SDRT,
tained scores
raw scores are converted to stanines on which the profiles are based.
Figure 1 presents aa hypothetical protocol in
% confidence
in which the 95
95%
limits
limits are portrayed for
for raw
raw scores
scores converted to stanines. (See figure
figure one.)
The band portrayed in Figure 1 represents the fact that aa score ",,'ill
will be in
this
this range
range 95% of the
the time.
time. The most striking
striking feature
feature is the possible
con
variation in scores for individual subtests. If stanines 4, 5, and 6 are considered average, it
it can
can be
be observed that
that the
the variations can range
range from
from
average to superior (stanine 9),
9), from
from average
average to below
below average (stanine 2
average
3). or average to poor (stanine 1). Thus, there is
is considerable variation
and 3),
in the amount by which
which a single
single obtained score
score may differ from the
errors of measurement. This would suggest
hypothetical true score due to errors
is not
that the interpretation of performance on a particular subtest is
because of the considerable variation possible. Figure 2
warranted because
the profile from the obtained raw scores
scores converted into stanine
represents the
equivalents.
equivalents. (See
(S('c figure two.)
two. )
The resulting profile is then analyzed in an attempt to
to assess those
The
which can be considered
considered strong, adequate, or in need
specific reading skills which
of remedial instruction.
instruction. This approach,
approach, although
although attractive on the surface,
may lead to the development of programs which actually work against the
child's
child's real needs. The reason is found in the magnitude of error present on
subtest scores which allow for any number of theoretically possible profiles
based upon the same hypothetical obtained scores (presented in Figure 2)
other
and also within the 95% confidence interval. Figures 3 and 4 present other
theoretically possible
possible profiles
profiles based
based upon
upon that
that same
same data.
data. The
The result
result is
is aa
theoretically
dilemma for
for the
the reading
reading teacher:
teacher: What
What is
is the
the true
true picture
picture of
of the
the child's
child's
dilemma
abilities?
abilities? What
vVhat remedial
remedial program
program will
will be
be most
most effective
effective for
for this
this child?
child? (See
(See
figures
fi gu les '.]:) and
and ,I1.), )
The purported
purported purposes
purposes of
of profile
profile analysis
analysis are
are the
the identification
identification of
of
The
relatively
relatively strong
strong and
and weak
weak areas
areas of
of functioning
functioning but
but an
an examination
examination of
of
Figures
Figures 2,
2, 3,
3, and
and 44 suggest
suggest that
that this
this goal
goal is
is difficult
difficult to
to achieve
achieve because
because of
of

lack
lack of
of stability
stability in
in individual
individual subtests.
subtests. The
The results
results are
are three
three different
different

profiles
profiles which
which can
can be
be interpreted
interpreted quite
quite differently
differently even
even though
though the
the total
total raw
raw
scores remain
remain the
the same.
same. While
While total
total performance
performance is
is less
less resistant
resistant to
to
scores
variation because
because of
of high
high overall
overall reliability,
reliability, the
the larger
larger error
error inherent
inherent in
in
variation
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individual
individual subtests
subtests should
should preclude
preclude the
the use
use of
of profile
profile analysis
analysis for
for the
the
development of
of remedial
remedial programs.
programs.
development
Goodman
Goodman (1968)
(1968) and
and Smith
Smith (1971),
(1971), in
in discussions
discussions of
of the
the reading
reading
pro,('<;<; emphasize
cmphasi7c that
that reading
reading should
should be
hf' viewed
vif'wf'd as
as aa global
glohal entity
('mitv rather
rather
process,

than
dldl! a sciies
L,{'lif'c, of
fd indejirndriii
ill(\t-pclId('11i and
,tlld uniquely
ulliqucly defined
df'fined skills
"kill" They
Thcy further
further
suggest
suggf'st that
that definitions
definitions of
of reading
reading should
should avoid
avoid singling
singling out
out any
any ability
ability as
as
,I

crucial
crucial or
or overwhelmingly
overwhelmingly important.
important. Thus,
Thus, while
while profile
profile analysis
analysis appears
appears aa
logical and
and rational
rational basis
basis for
for educational
educational planning,
planning, thefact
the fact that
that individual
individual
logical
subtests
subtests representing
representing single
single abilities
abilities are
are the
the foundation
foundation suggests
suggests caution
caution in
in
interpretation.
intf'fprf'tation. Rather
Rather than
than being
bf'ing viewed
viewed as
as singular
singular analyzable
analyzable entities,
entities,
the
the results
results of
of diagnostic
diagnostic tests
tests should
should be
be interpreted
interpreted in
in aa holistic
holistic manner
manner
since
since subtests
subtests are
are only
only aa means
means of
of assessing
assessing discrete
discrete abilities
abilities and
and do
do not
not
highlight the complex interrelationships of those abilities to the total
proce~'i.
process.

The difficulties inherent in such tests
tests as the
the SDRT,
SORT, Durrell Analysis
Analysis of
of

Reading Difficulty (Durrell, 1957), or the Diagnostic Reading Scale
utilized in comparing a
(Spache, 1963) would suggest that they are best utilized
child's performance with a norm group. This use ofdiagnostic
of diagnostic reading tests
nf'f'ds to be verified by the use of specific skill measures (Carver, 1972). The
needs
rf'sults may
may otherwise lead
lead to the development of highly questionable
results
rf'medial programs.
remedial
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THE
THE COMPONENTS
COMPONENTS OF
OF AA

COMPETENCY
COMPETENCY BASED
BASED ELEMENTARY
ELEMENTARY
READING
READING PROGRAM
PROGRAM
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F. Hutchison
Hutchison
UNIVERSITY
UNIVERSITY OF
OF HOUSTON-CENTRAL
HOUSTON-CENTRAL CAMPUS,
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Two fourth
fourth grade
grade teachers
teachers were
were overheard
overheard having
having the
the following
following con
conTwo
versation:
versation:

Teacher
Teacher A:
A: 'Tm
''I'm confused
confused about
about the
the concept
concept of
of aa competency
competency based
based
reading program."
program."
reading
Teacher
Teacher B:
B: "So
"So am
am I. II don't
don't know
know what
what I'm
I'm being
being asked
asked to
to do.
do. And,
And,
what isis aa module?"
module?"
what

Teacher A: "I don't know what
what a module is. We really need
need some help!"

Such conversations are typical among teacherswho
teachers who are trying to develop
an aid to such
competency based elementary reading programs. As an

teachers, this article will provide simple explanations that describe the
strategy.
components of this type of teaching strategy.
*
*
*
*
l·n.structz·on
The concept of competency based elementary reading instruction

In
program, the instructional emphasis is
In a
a competency based reading program,
successful attainment and completion of the specific
on each student's successful
learning
learning objectives
objectives provided.
provided. As
As such,
such, the
the length
length of
of time
time required
required for
for each
each
individual
individual student to
to complete
complete the
the objectives may
may be
be different.
different. For
For
example, itit might
might take
take Ronny
Ronny two
two weeks
weeks to
to master
master aa set
set of
ofobjectives
which
example.
objectives which
took Tina
Tina only two days to master.

The
The elements
elements ofa
ofa leamz'ng
learning module
module
A learning
learning module
module isis aa teacher-directed
teacher-directed learning
learning plan
plan that
that incorporates
incorporates
A
student-dirccted
student-directed alternative
alternative learning
learning situations
situations (Cooper
(Cooper and
and Weber,
Weber, 1973).
A
A module
module usually
usually contains
contains the
the following
following elements:
elements: (1)
(1) performance
performance obob
jectives;
be administered
jectives; (2)
(2) an
anassessment
assessment to
tobe
administered before
before instruction
instruction begins
begins (pre(preassessment):
assessment); (3)
(3) writtC'n
written and
and oral
oral directions
directions for
for completing
completing each
each alternative
alternative
learning
learning situation;
situation; (4)
(4) aa list
list of
of alternative
alternative learning
learning situations:
situations; and
and (5)
(5) an
an
assessment
assessment to
to be
be administered
administered after
after instruction
instruction has
has bC'en
been completed
completed (post(postassessment). The
The following
following definitions
definitions explain
explain these
these components
components in
in more
more
assC'ssment).
detail:
detail:
1. Performance
Performance Objectl·ves.
Objectives. This
Thiscomponent
component states
stateseachcompetency
to
1.
each competency to
be
be mastered.
mastered.
2. Pre-assessment.
Pre-assessment. This
This component
component determincs
determines whether
whether the
the student
student
2.
can successfully
successfully meet
meet each
each objective
objective before
before receiving
receiving instruction.
instruction.
can
Theoretically, ifif the
the student
student can
can pass
pass the
the pre-assessment
pre-assessment with
with aa
Theoretically,
competency level
level of
of 90%,
90% , he
hehas
has mastered
mastered the
thecompetency
competency and
and isis
competency
ready
ready for
for the
the next
next objective.
objective.

rh-53
3.3. Oral
Oral and
and written
written directz'ons
directionsJar
forthe
the module.
module. This
This component
component inin
dicates
dicates inin descriptive
descriptive terminology
terminology specifically
specifically how
how the
the alternative
alternative
learning
learning situations
situations are
are toto be
be completed
completed by
by the
the students.
students. These
These
directions
directions might
might include
include such
such components
componentsasaswhen
when toto use
use paper
paperand
and
pencil.
pencil, what
what page
page totouse
use ininthe
the module
module or
orininaaworkbook
workbook on
onaagiven
given
date
date of
ofthe
the month,
month, which
which audio
audio tape
tape totouse
use on
onaagiven
given date,
date, which
which
filmstrip
grouping situation
filmstrip totouse
use on
onaagiven
given date,
date, and
and what
what type
type of
ofgrouping
situation
to expect.
expect.
to
4.
[tematl've leamz"ng
4. AAlternative
learning sz·tuatz"ons.
situations. This
This component
component identifies
identifies the
the
sequence
sequence of
of skills
skills the
the student
student will
will use
use to
to successfully
successfully complete
complete the
the
performance
performance objective
objective ifif he
he has
has not
not passed
passed the
the pre-assessment.
pre-assessment.
Alternative
Alternative learning
learning situations
situations should
should be
be designed
designed to
to utilize
utilize aa
personally
personally suitable
suitable learning
learning mode
mode (visual,
(visual, auditory,
auditory, or
or tactiletactilekinesthetic)
kinesthetic) so
so that
that each
each student
student can
can identify
identify his
his own
own most
most apap
propriate option
option for
for mastering
mastering each
eachobjective.
objective.
propriate
S.
5. Post-assessment.
Post-assessment. This
This component
component indicates
indicates whether
whether the
the student
student has
has
successfully
successfully met
met the
the objective.
objective. When
When he
he has
has met
met the
the objective,
objective, he
he isis
ready
ready to
to pursue
pursue the
the next
next one,
one, but
but the
the student
student not
not successfully
successfully
meeting
meeting the
the objective
objective must
must have
have additional
additional instruction.
instruction. The
The postpostassessment may
be identical or
maybe
or similar to
to the
the pre-assessment.
The following
following diagram
diagram outlines
outlines the
the five
five components
components in
in modular
modular
The
development::
development

The Components of Modular Development
The
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Now
Nowlet's
let'sconsider
considerwhat
whathappens
happensduring
duringeach
eachofthe
of thefive
fivecomponents
componentsof
of
modular
development.
modular development.
Title
Title of
of Module:
Module: Auditory
A udz"tury Discrimination
Dl~cr/ITl/llaliull of
of Beginning
Regz'nning Consonant
Consonant
Sounds
Sounds
Name of
ofStudent:
Student:
Name
Date:
Date:

.

.

.

.

—

1.
1. Performance
Performance objective:
objective: Given
Given aa stimulus
stimulus word
word beginning
beginning withn
with n or
or
d,
d, the
the student
student will
will pair
pair the
the two
two words
words beginning
beginning with
with the
the same
same letter
letter sound.
sound.
(The
(The teacher
teacher selects
selects her
her method
method ofinstructional
of instructional delivery.
delivery. The
The preformance
preformance
objective
objective may
may be
be read
read by
by the
the students,
students, may
may be
be explained
explained by
by the
the teacher,
teacher, or
or
may
may be
be delivered
delivered by
by an
an instructional
instructional substitute,
substitute, such
such as
as aa tape
tape recorder
recorder ora
or a
paraprofessional. )
paraprofessional.)

2.
2. Pre-assessment:
Pre-assessment: Using
Using the
the set
set ofsix
of six words
words in
in the
the following
following list,
list, say
say to
to
the student, "You should listen carefully to each set of three words that
that I

pronounce."
pronounce." (Teacher
(Teacher or
or instructional
instructional substitute
substitute should
should pronounce
pronounce each
each set
set
of words.) "Which one sounds like
at the beginning?" (Teacher or
instructional substitute shouldpronouncethe
should pronounce the stimulus word.)
word.)
instructionalsubstitute
NOTE: The criterion for objective mastery
mastery should be a competency
competency
level of 90% (less than 90% should require the student
student to complete the
module) .
module).
pay
pay

rain
raIn

nail

Which one sounds like nap at the
beginning?

evening

did

corn

like down at the
Which one sounds like
beginning?

nest
nest

map
map

pot
pot

Which one
one sounds
sounds like
like nap
nap at
at the
the
Which
beginning?
beginning?

send
send

door
door

high
high

Which one
one sounds
sounds like
like down
down at
at the
the
Which
beginning?
beginning?

spray
spray

work
work

north
north

Which one
one sounds
sounds like
like nap
nap at
at the
the
Which
beginning?
beginning?

dance
dance

fly
fly

July
July

Which one
one sounds
sounds like
like down
down atat the
the
Which
beginning?
beginning?

Directions: The
The purpose
purpose of
of this
this task
task isis toto teach
teach the
the learner
learner toto
3.3. Dz"rectz"ons:
auditorily discriminate
discriminate the
thenand
n and dd sounds
soundsfrom
from among
among atat least
leasttwo
twoother
other
auditorily
beg-inning
beginning consonant
consonant sounds.
sounds. The
The teacher
teacher must
must direct
direct the
thestudent's
student's atat
tention
tention by
by stating
stating what
what isis toto be
be learned
learned and
and by
by stressing
stressing the
the beginning
beginning
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sounds
sounds in
in each
each set
set of
of words.
words. The
The teacher
teacher should
should also
also explain
explain the
the procedures
procedures
for completing
completing the
the AAlternative
Learning Situations.
Situations.
for
lternative Learning
4.
lternative Learning
4. AAlternative
Learning Situations:
Situations: The
The teacher
teacher should
should provide
provide the
the
student
student with
with aa learning
learning technique
technique for
for auditorily
auditorily discriminating
discriminating the
the difdif
ferences among
among beginning
beginning consonant
consonant sounds.
sounds.
krenn's
Once the
the skill
skill has
has been
been taught
taught effectively,
effectively, the
the teacher
teacher should
should provide
provide
Once
the
the student
student with
with two
two or
or more
more alternative
alternative learning
learning situations.
situations. Two
Two examples
examples
of alternative
alternative learning
learning situations
situations could
could be
be to:
to:
of
1.
1. Provide
Provide the
the student
student with
with an
an auditory
auditory listing
listing of
of these
these wordswords- full,
full,
familv.
family, February.
February, five.
five, hole.
hole, follow and ask the student to name
the word that has aa different sound at the beginning.
2.
2. Provide aa word
word for
for the
the student,
student, and ask
ask the
the student
student to
to provide
provide aa
different word that has the same initial consonant sound.

5. Post-assessment: Procedure for administration and criterion for
objective mastery are the same as for the pre-assessment.
NOTE: Objective
Objective mastery
mastery of less than 90%
90% should require the student
to be re-cycled
re-cycled through the module and should require the student to
skill practice.
receive additional skill
new

pour

stop

Which one
one sounds
sounds like
like never
never at
at the
the
Which

beginning?

dip

bathtub

teddy bear

dig at the
Which one sounds like dig
beginning?

park
park

net

hockey

the
Which one sounds like never at the

beginning?
dirt

beach

answer

like dig
dig at
at the
one sounds like
Which one
beginning?

needle
needle

market

laugh

Which one
one sounds
sounds like
like never
never at
at the
the
Which

beginning?

golf
golf

question

broom

the
sounds like
like dig
dig at
at the
Which one
one sounds
Which
beginning?
beginning?

You should
should think
think of
of this
this format
format as
as an
an example
example for
for the
the teacher
teacher to
to use
use in
in
You
constructing competency-based
competency-based reading
reading modular
modular systems
systems for
for students.
students.
constructing

The
The role
role ofthe
of the classroom
classroom teacher
teacher ina
in a competency
competency based
based reading
reading program
program
The
The teacher
teacher should
should serve
serve as
as aa resource
resource person
person by
by being
being involved
involved on
on aa
daily basis
basis both
both with
with program
program development
development and
and with
with individual
individual children,
children,
daily
groups of
of children,
children, and
and the
the whole
whole class.
class. The
The involvement
involvement of
of the
the teacher
teacher
groups
with program
program development
development includes
includes establishing
establishing objectives,
objectives, and
and developing
developing
with
assessments
assessments and
and alternative
alternative learning
learning situations.
situations.
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The
The level
level ofstudent
of student performance
performance in
in competency
competency based
based elementary
elementary reading
reading
program
program
Tht' classroom
classroom teacher
tp;lrhpr should
sholJlci identify
icit'ntify aa level
level of
of performance
perfonnance for
for the
the
The
prr:lssrssmrnt
anci post
postassessmt'nt.
Usually aa teacher
tt'acht'r identifies
iOt'ntifips 95%
q~% or
or
pre
assessment and
assessment. Usually
better
better as
as aa proficiency
proficiency level;
level; 85%
85% or
or less
less as
as an
an incomplete
incomplete or
or re-cycle
re-cycle level.
level.
Actually these
these performance
perfonnance levels
levels should
should be
be identified
identified by
by the
the classroom
classroom
Actually
teacher, because
because she
she knows
knows the
the individual
individual abilities
abilities of
of her
her students.
students.
teacher,

The
The level
level of
of performance
perfonnance should
should become
become an
an important
important component
component of
of
the
the teacher's
teacher's record-keeping
record-keeping file.
file. The
The teacher
teacher should
should use
use an
an evaluation
evaluation
checklist
checklist that
that contains
contains the
the following
following information:
infonnation: (1)
(l) the
the pre-assessment
pre-assessment

andpost-assessment
and post-assessment performance
perfonnance oneach
on each objective for each student; (2) the
knowledge skills completed for each objective; (3) the instructional
materials utilized by each student for each objective; (4) the descriptive
data needed suchas
such as the independent, instructional, and frustration reading
reading instructional areas
areas and
grade levels' and (5) the skills mastered in reading
other related language arts
arts areas.
* * * * *
*
*
*
*
*
Do
Do you remember
remember the conversation at the beginning of this
this article that

summarized the emotions of two fourth grade teachers who
who are beginning
competency based
based elementary reading program?
program? If these
these two
to teach in a competency
teachers
teachers utilize
utilize the description
description of the components
components of a competency based
elementary reading
reading program, their initial developmental strategies will
will be
more effective. These
These components do work when developing a competency
program--try
based elementary reading program
try these components soon in your
school's reading program.
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AA TEST
TEST OF
OF THE
THE UTILITY
UTILITY OF
OF

HIGH FREQUENCY
FREQUENCY WORDS
WORDS
HIGH
Patrick Groff
Groff
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SAN DIEGO
DIEGO STATE
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UNIVERSITY, SAN
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How
How much
much utility
utility there
there is
is for
for reading
reading instruction
instruction in
in the
the lists
lists of
of the
the most
most
frequently used words (MFUW) hasbeen
has been a topic ofgreatinterest
of great interest forseveral
for several
frequently
reading
reading experts.
experts. For
For example,
example, Dechant
Dechant (1970,
(1970, p. 248)
248) notes
notes that
that the
the 150
150
MFlJW (in this case those of the basal readers from several different series)
MFUW

are "especially useful in group activities such as experience charts, word
games and word drills." Durkin (1970, p. 118) also believes that these
"highly serviceable" for basal reader stories. So much so, she
MFUW are "highly
one good way to diagnose children's speed-ofsays (1970, p. 424), that one
reading habits is
is to have them read Dolch's (1951) list of the MFUW.
this matter, however, when
when she
she
(Durkin appears to contradict herself on this
p. 249] insists on
on another occasion that "the easiest words to learn
learn
[1972, p.
often are the least
least useful.") Heilman (1967, p. 189)
189) agrees
agrees with the position
that the MFUW are highly important when he comments that "a child who
who
has trouble
trouble with many
many of these [the 100 MFUW] will find
find reading a
has
frustrating task."
Reading experts have even discussed the
the stage in beginning reading
reading at
which
which the MFUW
MFUW should
should be taught. Here they
they do not all
all agree,
agree, however.
For example, Durkin (1972, p.
p. 250) argues that
that beginning readers should
first
first "Concentrate on
on words
words that are
are of special
special interest" to
to such children.
Then.
Then, at some unnamed point
point later in
in time
time the teacher isis advised "to start
introducing [high
[high frequency] words which might
might not
not be
be very appealing but
but
which are,
are, in
in fact,
fact, basically important." Jones
Jones (1971, p.
p. 62)
62) disagrees
disagrees
strongly about
about this. To
To her,
her, "the
"the learner
learner will gain
gain nothing
nothing by
by passing them
them
[the
[the MFUW] by for temporary learning." Thus, the
the child "might just
just as
as
well learn
learn them
them once
once and
and for
for all
all,"
Jonesasserts.
asserts. According
According to
to Veatch
Veatch (1966,
(1966,
," Jones
well
p.
p. 218).
218), however,
however, all
all lists
lists of
of the
the MFUW
MFUW are
are beside
beside the
the point.
point. She
She maintains
maintains
that
that "no
"no words
words lists
lists are
are needed
needed from
from any
any other
other source"
source" than
than the
the child's
child's
spoken
spoken language.
language.
Shortcom£ngs
Shortcomings of
ofthe
the MFUW
MFUW

Other experts
experts in
in reading
reading instruction
instruction are
are also
also not
not convinced
convinced that
that the
the
Other
materials for
for basal
basal reading
reading instruction
instruction should
shoulddepend
depend heavily
heavily on
on lists
lists of
of the
the
materials
MFUW. For
For one
one thing,
thing, Smi!h
Smith (1971,
(1971, pp.
pp. 8-9)
8-9) points
points out
out that
that such
such high
high
MFUW.
frequency
frequency words
words are
are not
not on
on all
all occasions
occasions equally
equally recognizable.
recognizable. He
He reminds
reminds
us that
that "one
"onemight
mightthink
think that
that for
forany
anygiven
reader, aa particular
particularword
wordwould
us
given reader,
would
bejust
justas
aseasy
ordifficult
difficultto
toread
readin
inwhatever
whatever circumstances
circumstances ititoccurred
occurred.....
...
be
easy or
But
much on
But this
this isisnot
not the
the case;
case;ease
easein
in identifying
identifying aa word
worddepends
depends very
verymuch
on the
the
words
words around
around itit and
and on
on our
our prior
prior knowledge."
knowledge." Beyond
Beyondthis,
this, Stauffer
Stauffer(1970,
(1970,

58-rh
58 -rh
p.
p. :))
5) protests that aa dependence on high frequency words,
words, especially in
in aa "vocabulary poverty"
poverty" of such aa nature that it
basal readers, has resulted in
et al.
al. (1974, p. 7)
7)
"puts school children at a serious disadvantage." Walcutt, et
agree. They
itn.~ ()f
They ()h'icl\('
observe th.lt
that the WI
writers
of ()rciil1dry
ordinary hel'i.!1
basal readers, influenced
by the notion of the importance of high frequency \\orc!s,
words, require the child
by
at the end of the third grade to learn to read only 1345
1345 words. This, they
is far too fn\,.
few. A child at this level
level in school is
is "capable of reading in
claim, is
a \'OC<lbulary
vocabulary of 15.000
15,000 words, or more," they avow.

Praise olthe
of the MFUW
Other Prazsc
It is
is obvious
obvious there isis strong support for,
for, and vigorous
vigorous negative
negative criticism
against the idea
idea that the !\1FUW
MFUW have
have great utility for
for reading instruction.
None voice the affirmative of this contention more resolutely than does
Hillerich (1976, p. 59). IHe
Ie judges that the MFUW are the "context to use in
unlocking strange words." To this effect he offers his belief that if children
can read the first ten of the MFUW they "can read a fourth of all words in
any English book." To Hillerich, "this is
is a tremendous return for a very
very few
few
words. On the other hand, once one gets beyond the first hundred most
frequently used
used words,
words, there isis a point of rapidly diminishing returns" from
those gained from the first 100 MFUW. The MFUW are even related to
disabilities. in Hillerich's view. He notes that he has observed that
reading disabilities,
is their
"one of the most common symptoms with older disabled readers" is
inability to read the MFUW.
MF1JW.
The
The Present Study
wav to determine
cieterrnine the extent of the "returns" from the
the MFUW to
One way
is to examine basal reader passages
passages at
the reader that Hillerich refers to is

different grade levels to see how, in fact, the inclusion of successive
segments of 100 MFUW (Carroll, Davies and Richman, 1971) affects their
readability. For this purpose
purpose I selected passages of about 100 words in
length that occurred at the halfway point in basal readers written for pupils
aI., 1972).
in grades one through six (Fay, et al.,
First, for each
eac h of these six passages the words that were not on a list of
First,
the first 100 MFUW (Carroll, Davies and Richman, 1971) were deleted.
Second, the words appearing in these passages that were on a list of the
Second,
second 100 MFUW
MF1JW were then
then reinserted in the passages. Third,
Thz'rd, this was
then done for the third 100 MFUW.
following passages by first eliminating the
the words in italics and
Read the following
in quotes ("
"). The words remaining are those from the first 100 MFUW
much of the intended
used in the given passage. This
This exemplifies how much
the passage
passage is carried exclusively by the first 100 MFUW. Then
meaning of the
the words
worcb in italics in the passages. These
These are the ones from the second
read the
100 MFUW that were
werc used in the passages. This
This shows how much of the
the
passage in question is carried by the second
second 100 MFUW.
meaning of the passage
read the words in quotes. These are the ones from the third 100
Finally, read
;VIFUW. Here
Iinc one can note the amount that the third 100
lOa MFUW con
conMFUW.
tribute to the meaningfulness of each passage.
passage. (Each of the following
tribute
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passages were originally written as
as several paragraphs. For
For the sake of
here each asa
as a single paragraph.)
simplicity in display they are presented hereeach
al.. 1972, pp.
pp. 85-86):
Grade 1, Level 6 passage (Fay. et al.,
_ _ _ _ _ . _ _, _ said.
said, There, there, said _ _., Don't be
be_,.
come back next _,. _ can I? _ said.
said, _ "boy"!
"boy"! I canget here as
You can come
as "school" is out. Then II can make aa _ more than --.l! _ "didn't"
"soon" as
_ _ _ ., She "knew" she would have aa _ of _ on her next
next _at
at _ _ _.'
ho11lC and
and tell _ and _ all about her
her _,. _ _ in the
Now she _ to get home
little _ and looked out.
out. She was _ that she wasgoing
wasgoz'ng home in
In
little
little

(pp, 125-126):
125 -126):
Grade 2, Level 7 passage (pp.
He _ _ than "ever." He was not very _, but he "knew" he could not
not
_,. If
him up.
up, _ he _ on and one.
one, He was _,. He
He
If he _,, the _ would _ him
was _, He was _,. His "feet" _,. But there was the _ _ him, and he had
to "keep" on _,. "Soon" the _came
came to hisoW
right up to the _'.
his old _,. He _rz:'Sht
The _ "heard" the _and
Hesaw
hesaw
and _out.
out. He
saw his _, and he
saw the _ _ ., The
_ _ the _to
to the _and_very_,
and
very
.

(p, 153):
Grade 3, Level 9 passage (p.
we don't
don't have
But one "night" after they made _,, _ _ said, Well, we
togo
now, By
By _ "night" weshould
we should be at _ _ ., Two _ _ there, and
"far" to
go now.
_ be _ toget
to get _ and "food."
"food," _ "better" "let" the _ and _ _ for afew
a few
As "soon" as the _ _ _ _, they
"days," too,
too. _ be a _ _ "across" the _,. As
_ the _ _ to the _,. When they _ out, _ said, _,, it _ be too _ now
that _ _ the _,. At _ now we _have
have to _ about_,
about
.

Grade 4, Level 11
11 passage (p,
(p. 211):
There was now no _ in my _ that _ was _ -— in its most _ and _
_ ,. In the _ I had _ _ ,. Now, _ about, I was _ to find him _ in _, At
this _ a large
large _ of _ _ _ from the _ _ , _ "across" the _,, and_
and
down
down the _,, _and
and -off
off aa _ _ ,. The _ _ _ that _ _ a _ _ from the
_, There I _ _ , or _ his "feet," for they were the only
part of him .
onlypart

Grade 5, Level 2 passage (p,
(p. 226):
On a _ _ the _ of _ _ _ could see the _along
along the _ _, And the
_ on the _ could see _ _ , the _ _ on _ _ _ , and _,, at its "side" and
a little _,, _ _ , where the _ _ was _.. The men were _ the _ which_
which
the _,. I _go!
go! I _go!
go! _ _ _, and he _ his _ in the _.. He _ that _
_ , his "father," mzght
might _ about him. But he "knew" that would not be,
be.

rh
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6. Level
Level 13
13 passage (p. 22:»):
225):
().

An ___ of"school"
of "school" _ _ tothe
to the _ _ : _ _ Mr,
Mr. ~! I don't see what_
what
itit is
that he
is to this littlc_
little
he hassuch
hassuch aa "high" _ _ , _ aa _ from
from _, _,. A
A
_-"ycar'
-old "boy" _ _ _ : I think.
-"year"-old
think, in _,, I am "sure" that you can _
"kccp"
"keep your _, lWr,
Mr. _,. He _ do one _of
of _ _ _ , and _ would be _ to
sec
see their first
first __ "since" _.. _ "boy" was
was _ he had the _:: II think
think _of_
of
the _ you should _ him back to _.
It is
is apparent from the appearance of the six
six basal reader passages
passages
presented here that the 100 MFUW their authors used in them contribute
prescllted
litt
Ie to
little
to their oyerall
overall meaningfulnt'Ss.
meaningfulness. Thus, Hillerich's observation that
will appear in such passagt'S
passages than will
will those of
more of the first 100 MFUW will
100 MFUW seems truetrue but beside the point, in terms
the second or third 100
of "returns" in comprehension for the reader. That is,
is, while in certain
instances an addition of the second and/or
and-or third 100 MFUW in these
does provide for the meaning of a given sentence, the addition of
passages docs
these two segments of the MFUW does little to improve the readability of
passages as a whole.
any of these passagt'S
In the light of this, it seems reasonable to question the appropriateness
of tthe
he praise given
giH'n by
by some as
as to the utility of the MFUW as
as aids to reading
comprehension. For example,
example. if the 300 MFUW contribute such a small
part of the meaning a reader can gain from passages from graded basal
readers. as is
is demonstrated here,
here. should much valuable reading instruction
readers,
games and drill with them? Then,
Then. with
with the
the
time be spent on
on word games
limitations of the MFUW shown here in mind, surely it would be improper
speed-of-reading
read the MFUW
to measure a child's speed-ofreading ability by having him read
AhoH' all,
all. the belief that the difficulty some children have in
in isolation. Above
learning to read with comprehension can be attributed to their not being
To the contrary of Jones'
Jones'
able to read the MFUW also becomes suspect. To
notion. that to be successful the beginning reader must first learn to
notion,
MFUW. one can suggest that other words
recognize the first few hundred MFUW,
besides these are the more important for the child to learn to recognize.
It appears,
appears. therefore,
therefore. that these other words should
should take precedence
over the MFUW as to which are taught in the early sequences of the reading
short. the present analysis
analysis of the six graded
graded reading
reading passages
passages
program. In short,
seriotL'~ doubt that the large amounts of instructional
described here raises serious
l\lFUW will result in the goal these
time some teachers give to the 300 MFUW
well armed to read with comprehension.
comprehension.
teachers strive for children well
Con\'('lsc\v. one
one could sav
say that
that instead of concentrating
conccntrating so much on the
Conversely,
;\lFll\V it may be better for
for the
the teacher to use the available instructional
MFUW
time to draw
dra\\' children's attention to the words in the basal reader that are at
bcvond the 300 MFUW.
\lFllW. "The
The present study reinforces the generally
least beyond
is these words,
wonk rather than the MFUW, which carry
carry the
known fact that it is
bulk of
of the
the meaning found in such
such stories.
stories.
this shift
shift in instructional emphasis is to succeed, however, it is critical
If this
One. the
to suggest that two important teaching positions must prevail. One,
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teacher
teachfT needs
nt:'t:'ds to develop good phonics skills in young pupils so that they are
readily prepared to use letters as cues to the recognition of frequently
readily
of phonics
appearing yet unknown words. One should stress that the use of
skills for this purpose will be done only when a pupil feels the need to
the MFUW.
M.FUW.
recognize the
This leads us to the second prerequisite needed here. The
come to be called, should be
psycholinguistic approach to reading, as it has come
adopted. Simplv
Simply put, this means that the teacher should be concerned,
above all, that pupils read sentences and passages to gain meanings the
authors of
of such material intended, rather than to recognize the MFUW in
activities. This approach assumes that to gain comprehension
oral reading activities.
in reading pupils must depend on words
words beyond the
the 300 MFUW, at the very
least. So, when teachers spend time directing pupils' attention to such
the MFUW, they are conforming to a basic principle
words, rather than to the
of this psycholinguistic method of teaching.
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During the past several years a sizable segment of the general public has
expressed varying degrees of dissatisfaction
dissatisfaction with the overall
overall academic skills
demonstrated by graduates of public and private high schools. According to
scores on national achievement tests
tests relating to reading
some reports, scores
and
achievement have been decreasing in many areas of the United States and
various
various colleges and universities such as Stanford have found
found it necessary to
massive remedial programs for freshman students in the basic
implement massive
areas. Several recent
recent newspaper accounts reveal that the results ob
obskills areas.
tained from different public surveys indicate that a significant percentage
of the adult population of the United States suffers from problems related
to such everyday tasks as reading a recipe, completing a Social Security
is not difficult to un
unapplication, and passing a written driver's test. It is
derstand the results from a recent Gallup Poll of Public Attitudes Toward
The Public Schools which indicated that 65 percent of the general United
States populace believes that all high school students should be required to
successfully complete a standard national achievement test before a
diploma is awarded.
Due to the recent curriculum developments at the university level
level
relating to competency based instruction, legislators have either introduced
or passed laws in twenty-nine states 1' requiring high school students to
demonstrate a minimum competency in basic skills
skills before they can be
allowed to graduate. According to one journal
journal22 the high school
equivalency G.E.D. test developed in California and adopted for national
use in the United States may have fueled the trend.
The
"The implications of such legislation are far-reaching and present a
number of immediate decisions which will need to be made by secondary
teachers and administrators. A
A recent publication 33 of the National Council
of Teachers
"Teachers of English suggests that these problems include:
1. the possibility that scores on competency tests will
will determine
will lead to a return to gradepromotion or non-promotion and thus will
repeating, a practice which disappeared from American schools
rqX'ating,
after research pointed to its ill-effects on students and on schools;
2. the possibility that there will
will emerge diplomas of different "classes"
dependent on the student's scores on a test, with attendant danger
of social stigmatism;
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3.3. the
the possibility
possibility that
that statements
statements of
of competence
competence will
will lead
lead toto aa circir
cumscribing
cumscribing of
of the
the curriculum
curriculum to
to aa point
point where
where itit will
will be
be merely
merely
preparing
for the
preparingstudents
studentsfor
thetest
testrather
rather than
thaneducating
educatingthem
thembroadly;
broadly;
4.
4. the
the po&<;ibility
possibility that
that statements
statements of
of competence
competence will
will lead
lead to
to didactic
didactic
teaching
teaching as
as aa shortcut
shortcut to
to improving
improving student
student performance,
performance, when
when
research
research has
has indicated
indicated that
that such
such teaching
teaching isis not
not as
as beneficial
beneficial as
as
more varied
varied approaches
approaches to
to teaching;
teaching;
more
5.
5. the
the possibility
possibility that
that educational
educational resources
resources will
will be
beconcentrated
concentrated upon
upon
those
those students
students who
who have
have trouble
trouble attaining
attaining the
the minimal
minimal level
level of
of
competence,
competence, and
and will
will be
be diverted
diverted from
from the
the gifted
gifted and
and the
the broad
broad
range
range of
of students
students who
who can
can attain
attain the
the minimal
minimallevel
level fairly
fairly easily
easily but
but
need to
to go
go beyond
beyond it;
it;
need
6.
6. the
the possibility
possibility that
that educators
educators and
and the
the public
public will
will be
be satisfied
satisfied with
with
bringing
bringing students
students to
to aa minimal
minimal level
level of
of competency
competency rather
rather than
than to
to aa
level
level of
of mastery that
that isis appropriate
appropriate to
to their
their age,
age, their
their view of
of
themselves, and their aspirations;
themselves,
7.
7. the
the possibility that
that statements of
of competence and
and measures of
of
competency will
will make schools less responsive
responsive to the cultural and
linguistic diversity of this
this country.
country.
linguistic
In
the major issues surrounding the
In order
order to
to focus on
on some of
ofthe
the concept of
of
competency testing
testing of basic
basic skills, the
the following topics
topics are
are discussed in
in this
this
the reading problem; the present status
status of com
comarticle: a description of the
petency tests in
in reading and
and language; each
each teacher's role and respon
responand the
the significance of
of competency tests in shaping curriculum
sibilities; and
of the future. Asummary
A summary isfurnished
is furnished at the close
and instructional patterns ofthe
of the discussion.
A DESCRIPTION OF THE READING PROBLEM
A

Most educators, including several reading authorities, admit that far
too many young people possess inadequate skill levels in such basic reading
areas as
as word
word analysis,
analysis, comprehension,
comprehension, and
and study
study skills.
skills. There
There are
are several
several
areas
for this condition:
condition: too much television viewing; lack
lack of
of
apparent reasons for
proper home
home environment;
environment; inadequate
inadequate funding
funding for
for elementary
elementary and
and
proper
secondary reading
reading programs;
programs; and
and compulsory
compulsory school
school attendance
attendance laws.
laws.
secondary
Thompson 44 believes
believes the
the real
real root
root of
of the
the problem
problem may
may lie
lie in
in the
the home
home
Thompson
environment since
since aa positive
positive feeling
feeling toward
toward intellectual
intellectual and
and academic
academic
environment
excellence can
can only
only becreated
be created and
and encouraged
encouraged in
in aa child
child within
within the
the walls
walls of
of
excellence
his own
own home
home and
and by
by his
his parents.
parents. He
He makes
makes the
the observation
observation that
that itit is
is time
time
his
that we
we stopped
stopped blaming
blaming the
the schools
schools and
and that
that unless
unless children
children start
start
that
discovering the
the excitement
excitement of
of intellectual
intellectual achievement
achievement in
in the
the home
home the
the
discovering
schools cannever
can never beanything
be anythingbut
but anexpensive
an expensive baby
ba bysitting
sittingfacility.
facility.
schools
Some educators,
educators, such
such as
as Alf
Alf Nelson
Nelson 55 of
of Pennsylvania,
Pennsylvania, believe
believe that
that the
the
Some
major causes
causes of
of reading
reading problems
problems are
are the
the unwillingness
unwillingness of
of most
most school
school
major
boards to
to provide
provide reasonable
reasonable class
class size
size for
for elementary
elementary classroom
classroom teachers;
teachers;
boards
inadequate space
space for
for remedial
remedial teachers;
teachers; and
and ignorance
ignorance of
of what
what kinds
kinds of
of
inadequate
reading programs
programs are
are needed
needed at
at the
the secondary
secondary level.
level. For
For whatever
whatever the
the
reading
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reasons,
reasons, aa "back
"back to
to basics"
basics" movement
movement has
has been
been promoted
promoted by
by the
the media
media and
and
various conservative
conservative parent
parent groups.
groups. Inferences
Inferences have
have been
been made
made of
of the
the
various
complete shock
shock which
which has
has come
come over
over university
university instructors
instructors who
who demand
demand
complete
minimum reading
rf'Clding and
Clnd writing
writing competencies.6
rompetf'nrirs. 6
minimum
The
Thr reading
y-('ading skill
skill problems
prohlrms of
of most
most high
high school
school graduates
gradllatf'S appear
appf'Clr to
to
center around
around the
the word
word analysis
analysis and
and comprehension
comprehension skill
skill areas.
areas. Intensive
Intensive
center
teaching,
teaching, particularly
particularly in
in phonic
phonic principles
principles and
and interpretive
interpretive comprehension,
comprehension,
needs to
to be
be promoted.
promoted. Professional
Professional texts
texts such
such as
as those
those by
by Miller7
Miller 7 and
and
needs
Cushenbery 88 may
may be
be useful
useful to
to teachers
teachers whodesire
who desire specific
specific teachinghelps.
teaching helps.
Cushenbery
THE
THE PRESENT
PRESENT STATUS
STATUS OF
OF COMPETENCY
COMPETENCY

TESTS IN
IN READING
READING AND
AND LANGUAGE
LANGUAGE
TESTS

Competency tests which are beingadministered
being administered in various locations vary
is developing
considerably as to nature and kind. For example, Alaska is
evaluative devices which
which correlate
correlatf' with state
state educational objectives.
objf'ctives. The
Education of Arizona requires each school district to certify
State Board of Education

that all
all graduates can demonstrate basic reading, writing, and computing
Unified School District
District
skills at the ninth grade level. The Los Angeles Unified
all graduating
g-raduating seniors to pass the
the Senior High Assessment of
requires all
Reading
Projz'cz'ency
Rea
ding Pro
fie iency test.
The Westside School District
District of Omaha has developed competency tests
reading. oral communication, writing, and four
four other areas. Highschool
High school
in reading,
students start taking the examinations at the ninth grade level to discover
those
pass the tests
those who
who need remedial help for aiding them to pass
tests with
level before they graduate.
achievement at or above the ninth grade level
According to
to Assistant Principal James
James Findley, 11 to
to 33 percent
percent may
may miss
graduation because of the
the tests. vVestside
Westside High
HighSchool
graduating seniors of
of
g-raduation
School graduating
1977 have
have completed
completed three
three years
years of 'the
the minimum
minimum competency testing
testing
prog-ram.10
program.10
The
The V\'est
West Milford Township
Township lligh
I ligh School
School of Nc\\,foundland.
Newfoundland, Ne\\'Jersev,
Newjersev,
employs the
the use
use of
of the
the Calz[omia
California Achievement Test with
with minimum
minimum
competency expected at
at the
the eighth
eighth g-rade
grade level for
for all
all g-raduating
graduating seniors.
According to
to school officials, the
the probability
probability that West Milford students
will g-raduate
graduate with
with the
the ability
ability to
to read,
read, compute,
compute, and understand the
the
scientific approach has
has been enhanced.
There
There appears
appears to
to be
be much
much controversy among
among some educators and
and
public
public authorities
authorities regarding
regarding the
the kinds
kinds of
of skills
skills needed
needed and
and the
the level of
of
achievement
achievement which
which should
should be
be expected.
expected. Typical
Typical of
of one
one such
such opinion
opinion isisthat
that
offered
offered by
by Monk
Monk 1212::

Defining basic
basic education
education isis impossible.
impossible. What
What one
one individual
individual
Defining
needs
needs and/or
and/or isis able
able to
to accomplish
accomplish isis unique
unique unto
unto him.
him.
Nothing could
could be
be further
further from
from the
the truth
truth than
than the
the statement
statement
Nothing
"Every
"Every child
child can
can achieve
achieve aa mimimum
mimimum level
level of
of competence
competence in
in the
the
basic
basicsubjects."
subjects." Think
Think about
about it.
it. What
What are
are the
the basic
basic subjects?
subjects? Ask
Ask 10
10
educators,
educators, you'll
you'll get
get 100
100 different
different answers.
answers.
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skills are well
well known. Right? Wrong! We
The specific survival skills
can't even define survival, much less what we need to survive.

Gilman 13
13 suggests that when a minimum competency testing program
is introduced, an
is essential for
is
an accompanying program of remedial study is
all persons who have not passed the test. A clinical approach to remedial
education which involves a diagnostic interpretation of the specific areas of
is absolutely
absolutely vital in order to help students. Inservice
a student's difficulty is
training of secondary teachers must and should take place. While a number
of states such as California, Arizona, and Wisconsin require high school
teachers to complete reading courses, most states still do not require course
levels
credit in reading methodology for high school teachers. Competency levels
will improve when all instructors have reading training. Each
of students will
readz'ng teacher.
teacher, regardless of grade or subject taught, must be a reading
Reading instruction cannot and must not stop
stop at grade six. All instructors
must assume
assume responsibility for teaching vocabulary, comprehension, and
they don't know how, they
they should
study skills each and every school day. If
If they
the use of effective
effectz've inservice which is conducted bv
by
be instructed through the
trained, experienced reading specialists.
EACH TEACHER'S
TEACHER'S ROLE
ROLE AND
AND RESPONSIBILITIES
RESPONSIBILITIES
EACH
If we
we accept the thesis that each teacher must
must assume both diagnostic
and intervention roles in the process of an adolescent's competency
training, two basic principles related to these functions must be clearly
understood by each instructor. In the diagnosis
diagnosis realm, the teacher must
mwt
have a clear understanding of the student's present
present level of reading and
have
language
development. For example, if a given textbook is
is known to be of
language development.
difficulty, then each student who has general reading
tenth grade level difficulty,

competence at that level should make no more than five errors when
book. At least 75 percent
reading sample 100 word passages from that book.
demoncomprehension of the material when reading silently should be demon
strated. Any student who cannot perform at these critical levels
levels should be
comgiven remedial instruction involving the use of materials which are com
with his or her present reading level. Intensive, individualized
mensurate with
reading lessons should be provided for those who are severely retarded in
reading skill development.
involvesthe
of all test
A second basic principle of diagnosis involves
the careful study ofall
from recent stan
stanavaz'lable regarding
regardz'ng a given
gzven student. Do scores from
data available
dardized tests relate favorably to information derived from informal
oral reading and teacher-made com
comclassroom procedures such as oral
prehension checks? After information has been studied carefully from both
informal and standardized instruments, each instructor should use these
data as the foundation for the daily teaching of vocabulary, word analysis,
skills. At the beginning of each class
class period
comprehension, and study skills.
period those
words and phrases which are likely to cause difficulty for many students
All words should be presented in context
should be presented to the class. All
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with
with the
the proper
proper pronunciation
pronunciation and
and meaning(s)
meaning(s) carefully
carefully explained.
explained. Phonic
Phonic
and
and structural
structural analysis
analysis techniques
techniques should
should be
be used
used to
to help
help with
with the
the
pronunciation process.
process.
pronunciation

Since
Since comprehension
comprehension consists
consists of
of such
such aspects
aspects as
as reading
reading for
for details,
details,
understanding
understanding main
main ideas,
ideas, and
and selecting
selecting propaganda
propaganda techniques,
techniques, all
all oral
oral
and written
written questions
questions supplied
supplied by
by the
the instructor
instructor should
should be
be varied
varied to
to suit
suit
and
both student
student and
and teacher
teacher purposes.
purposes. (Far
(Far too
too many
many teachers
teachers are
are guilty
guilty of
of
both

perceiving
perceiving the
the comprehension
comprehension process
process as
as aa sole
sole task
task for
for reading
reading and
and
remembering
remembering details.)
details.) Proper
Proper techniques
techniques of
of outlining
outlining and
and summarizing
summarizing
should be
be explained
explained both
both to
to individual
individual students
students and
and total
total classes.
classes.
should
Reading
Reading growth
growth can
can be
be assessed
assessed in
in each
each class
class by
by the
the use
use of
of such
such stan
standardized secondary
secondary reading
reading tests
tests as
as the
the Nelson-Denny,
Nelson-Denny, California
Calzfornia
dardized
Achievement
Achz"evement Test, and
and the
the Diagnostic
Diagnostz'c Reading
Reading Test (Survey
(Survey Section).
Section). The
The
two reading methods mentioned in the references section contain detailed
infonnal nature which may be used for assessing current
procedures of an informal
basic skill areas.
reading and language competency in the basicskill
THE SIGNIFICANCE OF COMPETENCY TESTS
IN SHAPING CURRICULUM AND INSTRUCTIONAL

PA'lTERNS OF
OFTHEFUTURE
PATTERNS
THE FUTURE

The use of competency tests will cause high
high school curricula
curricula and
teaching practices to change in
in a major sense. Teacher accountability will
be
be directly related to
to how well students perform on
on the tests and
and significant
cause a segment of the general
public to
to blame
blame teachers.
teachers.
failure rate will cause
general public
This
This prosp('ct
prospect docs
does not
not set well with many educators. For
For instance, Henry
Acland 14
u says:

My prediction
prediction isis that
that teachers
teachers will
will respond
respond to
to proficiency
proficiency tests
tests for
for
My
high
high school graduation
graduation by
by teaching
teaching aa dreary
dreary list
list of
of skills in
in areas
such
such as
as form-filling.
form-filling, letter-writing, and marketing.
marketing. For
For students
students
appear as
as another senseless school ritual. Teachers will
these will appear
tend to
to find
find itit demeaning
demeaning and within
within four
four years
years will use
use their
their
tend
bargaining
bargaining power
power to
to eliminate
eliminate it.
it.
The
The resuits
results of
of the
the comp('tency
competency tests
tests should
should h('lp
help teachers
teachers and
and adad
ministrators
ministrators to
to pinpoint
pinpoint those
those areas
areas of
of the
the curriculum
curriculum which
which need
need
strengthening.
strengthening. If,
If, for
for example,
example, many
many students
students hav('
have difficulty
difficulty reading
reading and
and
completing
completing job
job application
application forms,
forms, all
all teachers
teachers (especially
(especially English
English teachers)
teachers)
nced
surv('y of
literacy
need to
to place
placegreater
greater stress
stress on
on this
this area.
area. (A
(Ar('cent
recentsurvey
ofleading
leadingliteracy
authorities indicated
indicated that
that ability
ability to
to accomplish
accomplish everyday
everyday reading
reading skills
skills
authorities
constituted
.15)
constituted the
the best
best measure
measure of
of reading
reading competency
competency.15)
Educators need
need to
to be
be c(lution('d
cautioned not
not to
to mak('
make th('
the minimum
minimum competencey
competencey
Educators
requirements the
the new
new maximum
maximum standard.
standard. That
"That is,
is, in
in order
order toto avoid
avoid
requirements
wholesale
wholesale faillllc.
failure, Incls
levels of
of proficiency
proficiency will
will be
be so
so low
low that
that they
they will
will be
be
16
worthless.
Certainly
worthless.16
Certainly each
each stud('nt
student should
should b('
be challenged
challenged to
to achieve
achieveat
at his
hisor
or
her
her maximum
maximum level
level of
of learning.
learning.
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Every teacher
teacher must
must have
have aa complete
complete knowledge
knowledge of
of the
the competencies
competencies
Every
required of
of each
each student.
student. School
School reading
reading specialists
specialists should
should serve
serve as
as resource
resource
required
personnel to
to all
all instructors.
instructors. Each
Each teacher
teacher should
should understand
understand his
his or
or her
her role
role
personnel
for helping
helping adolescents
adolescents become
become competent
competent in
in all
all areas,
areas, especially
especially reading
reading
for
and language.
process of any
any large school
school population, the data bank
During the testing process
no doubt suggest
suggest that as
as many
many as
as 10
10 percent of the
the learners
learners of aa given
given
will no
school
school have
have serious
serious reading and language difficulties. The average teacher,
r('gardless
regardless of ability, isis not in aa position b('cause
because of time and class
class load to
giv('
give int('nsive
intensive rem('dial
remedial instruction. Those
Those students who
who are in
in this
this category
must be
be scheduled into special
special reading and/or language courses
courses which
which ar('
are
must
designed to render individualized instruction. These classes should be
by trained reading teachers
teachers who
who have
have vast
vast knowledge of
taught and directed by
diagnostic and rem('dial
remedial techniques. Such courses should be modeled after
17
principks
The combined
principles such as
as thos('
those outlined by
by Bond and Tinker.
Tinker.17
program of classroom reading instruction and specializ('d
specialized teaching should
result in a higher level
level of competence for all students.

SUMMARY
Th(' administration and successful completion
completion of competency tests
tests by
The
by all
high school students
stucknts tend to be
be a firm
firm trend in the United
United States. Though
high
there appears
appears to
to be
be much
much debate about
about the nature and level of competency
there
desired. much agreement does
d(){'s rest on the thesis that schools and teachers
desired,

can do a better job in preparing young
young people
peopk for everyday literacy
Ever)1 teacher in every
ever.V school
school must assume the role of a skills
skills
requirements. Every
teacher using the diagnostic
diagnostic and remedial
r('medial principles
principks explained in this
article.
artick. Our nation's children will be the better for it.
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New
The
The thesis
thesis of
of this
this new
new volume
volume by
by one
one of
of our
our country's
country's foremost
foremost
psychotherapists isis aa challenge
challenge to
tothe
theusually
usually accepted
accepted concepts
concepts upon
upon which
which
psychotherapists
American
American society
society isisbased.
based. Theoretically,
Theoretically, in
in aa democracy,
democracy, government
government and
and
societal institutions
institutions exist
exist by
by virtue
virtue of
of power
power shared
shared and
andstrength
strength manifested
manifested
societal
by
by the
the majority
majority of
of the
the people.
people. Constitutional
Constitutional safeguards
safeguards and
and popular
popularenen
franchisement
franchisement notwithstanding,
notwithstanding, in
in America
America today
today power
power shared
shared isis inin
finitesimal
finitesimal in
in comparison
comparison to
to power
power over and
and strength
strength to
fo control exercised
exercised by
by
the
the private
private sector.
sector. Two
Two recent
recent Senate
Senate reports
reports state
state that
that decision-making
decision-making by
by
agencies
agencies which
which regulate
regulate much
much of
of American
American life
life isis influenced
influenced primarily
primarily by
by
private interests with formidable financial assets to
to represent their
their views to
to
the public. Alone, with limited resources, the
the consumer is virtually
powerless to
to execute
execute political
political force
force for
for effective
effective growth
growth and
and change
change in
in his
his
powerless
life. Here, in this book, Carl
Carl Rogers suggests that what
what is
is needed, even
possible,
possible, is aa humanistic network ofpersons
of persons cutting across allparty
all party lines for
in their
their own places to
to live more effectively, in their
their
"empowering persons in
personal lives and
and in
in the
the realm of 'politics' ....
to provide a vehicle for
for
. ."" and to
those "who want to attend simultaneously totheir
to their own personal growth and
and
to their concernfor
concern for humanistic social change."
in so-called helping professions have attempted
Traditionally, persons in
to help others by assisting in solving problems. In his person-centered
genuinely different goal. His aim is to assist in
inapproach, Rogers has a genuinely
dividuals to grow so that they can cope with their present and future
fashion. Further, he suggests that the word
problems in a more integrated fashion.
"politics," as currently utilized, has acquired new meanings. It definitely
relates to
to power
power and
and control;
control; maneuvers,
maneuvers, strategies,
strategies, and
and tactics;
tactics; the
the locus
locus of
of
relates
decision-making power:
power: all
all the
the means
means by
by which
which persons
persons desire
desire and
and attempt
attempt
decision-making
to obtain,
obtain, share,
share, or
or surrender
surrender power
power and
and control.
control. The
The whole
whole world
world and
and
to
meaning of
of politics
politics has
has to
to do
do with
with what
what happens
happens in
in relationships
relationships between
between
meaning
persons,
persons, or
or groups,
groups, or
or persons
persons and
and groups
groups as
as they
they engage
engage in
in processes
processes of
of
power-taking,
power-taking, power-relinquishing,
power-relinquishing, power-sharing.
power-sharing.
If one
one agrees
agrees with
with this
this author
author that
that the
the individual
individual possesses
possesses "within
"within
If
himself vast
vast resources
resources for
for self-understanding
self-understanding and
and for
for altering
altering self-concept,
self-concept,
himself
attitudes, and
and self-directed
self-directed behavior,"
behavior," the
the revolutionary
revolutionary nature
nature of
of such
such
attitudes,
forces
forces isis apparent.
apparent. Within
Within aa safe,
safe, facilitative
facilitative psychological
psychological climate,
climate, these
these
resources may
may be
be tapped,
tapped, freeing
freeing individuals
individuals or
or groups
groups of
of persons
persons for
for
resources
normal growth,
growth, health,
health, and
and adjustment.
adjustment. Rogers
Rogers maintains
maintains that
that this
this can
can
normal
happen not
not only
only in
in individuals,
individuals, or
or small
small social
social groups,
groups, but
but within
within comcomhappen
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mUllit it's. racial
racial groups,
gTC)uPS. and
and even
even international
international groups
groups representing
representing great
great
munities,
di\'{'rsitv of
of nationality,
nationality. race,
race. and
and culture
culture when
when persons
persons are
are discovered,
discovered.
diversity
attended
at tended to,
to. and
and accepted.
accepted. He
He cites
cites examples
examples of
of selfempowered
self-empowered
Iddli()Il:-.ltip" funi
fUlllliullillg
Pu~ili\dy on
Ull eveiy
C\l'IY level,
Ind. fioin
[IUIIl the
the intimacies
inlimacies of
of
iclaliunships
tioning positively
111<111 i<1W' to
to the
the intiicacies
illl! icacics of
uf international
illlnllaliullal mediation.
mediation.
maiiiage
the book,
book. both
both in a figurative and a literal sense,
sense. is a detailed
Central in the

description of a person-centered workshop,
workshop. planned and
and implemented by
description
of this situation
situation in which many individuals,
this author. The
The politics of
possessing the richness of diversity of
of any large
large group,
group, learned
learned to live
possessing
an ecologically related process:
process:
toget her is summarized as an
together
IIere every individual
individual leads; no one
one leads. The
The locus of choice
Here
resides in each person, and intuitively the community choice
becomes
bccomes a consensus
consensus taking each of these individual choices into
into
account. Power and
and leadership and control flow easily from
from one
anot her as the differing
differing needs arise.
person to another
\Vhen groups turn
turn always
always and only to authority, or a leader, for answers
answers to
When
lives. they will be restricted in learning
learning
their questions, or direction for their lives,
and
and growth
gTowth bv the limits of the leader. In whatever
whatever group they are, people
necd to be facilitators of learning for themselves and
and for each other. Rogers
need
belinTs that once individuals exercise
('xercise this kind
kind of
of responsible freedom for
believes
becomes an irreversible
z'rrcversihle force
forc(' in their lives.
lives. It cannot be
learning, it becomes
and excitement of striving for
eliminated or extinguished. The
The exhilaration and
it will
\villiast
lifetime.
last a lifetime.
Bn()nd even
e\Tn this. Carl Rogers bclievesthcrc
l~\ evidence
c'L7dencc that the
the personBeyond
believes Mere is
centered approach can make significant changes in the way people
people perceive
perceive
possible. At the close
close of his book, he condenses some cherished views of
the possible.
culture. contrasting these elements with evidence which
the national culture,
contr;lciicts
contradicts them. Sonw
Some of these might be directly applicable to education.
I Io\\'('\'('r.
lowever, for many teachers and educators, the implications of trusting that
student Tearner is
is basic to motivation for
the actualizing tendency in the student/learner
learning present grave risk-taking. Such a belief leads to a trend away
away from
cont
rol by
control
bv external forces
forces toward self-regulation by
by learners. It means that
\'oung
voung persons cannot be caused directly to
to develop
develop in one way
way or another,
but that if optimum conditions for permitting survival
survival and growth are
pro\'ided.
provided, growth will come
come from within.
within. Instead of contributing to
repression
repression of speech in
in the classroom,
classroom, itit means attending to
to children's
IanglJage
language as
as authentic expressions
expressions of thoughts and feelings
feelings of their inner
selves. IItt means replacing much of teacher
teacher/leader
presentation of materials
sc\n's.
/leader presentatz'on
and procedures for learning with
with obsenatz'on
observation of students' needs and modes
of learning. It leads to aa "continual educational process of testing
hypotheses in
in thought and action, discarding some, but following others. It
hvpothcs('s
is no
no such thing as
as static truth, only aa series of
recognizes that there is
truth." It
It precludes teaching any
changing approximations to the truth,"
curriculum
curriculum exactly
exactly the
the same
same way
way twice.
twice. All
All this
this takes
takes concentrated,
concentrated, concon
sistent
sistent effort
effort on
on the
the part
part of
of teachers,
teachers, but
but makes
makes for
for easier,
easier, more
more deeply
deeply
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involved
involved learning
learning by
by students.
students. More
More than
than this,
this, perhaps
perhaps most
most perplexing
perplexing and
and
precarious
precarious of
of all,
all, itit means
means for
for leaders
leaders to
to put
put themselves
themselves in
in order
order and
and in
in
harmony
harmony with
with life,
life, being
being willing
willing to
to offer
offer what
what they
they have
have experienced
experienced and
and
felt, as
as wdl
well as
as to
to share
share an
an appropriate
appropriate part
part of
of their
their own
own passion
passion for
for the
the
felt.
incredible gift of being alive.
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The success of elementary school reading programs has normally been

directly proportionate to the extent to which elementary school
school principals
have involved themselves with such programs. Elementary school prin
prinspecialists in any sense of the word,
cipals, even those who are not reading specialists
can make or break the reading programs in their schools.
follows, Evelyn Hill, principal of Gertrude Ealy
In the article which follows,
Ekmentary School in the West Bloomfield School District of Birmingham,
Elementary
spt'cific ways in which the elementary school ad
adMichigan, suggests specific
ministrator can promott'
promote the reading program within his/her school. Ms.
Ms.
Hill provides sensible suggestions which any elementary school
school adad
ministrator should find rather easy and practical to apply.

THE ELEMENTARY PRINCIPAL AND THE READING PROGRAM
The
"The foundation upon which any reading program flourishes or dwindles
away
away is
is the philosophy of the school. This can and should be a collective
statement arrived at by the staff and the building principal.
Reading is
is the core of much learning that got's
goes on in an elementary
involved in all
all aspects of this vital
school. The building principal must be involved
program. The media center, Bucket Brigade program, classroom teaching
and reading habits of the children should be of concern. Standardized test
scores,
end ol hook
book tests.
tests, cn'dtin'
creative writing.
writing, reports arc
are other facets which
"("0
It'''. ('ndoj
should supply the administrator with information about the total reading
program.
The
The elementary school principal must encourage reading instruction at
all
all levels.
levels. It is
is imperative that he/she be aware of new techniques,
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and research,
research, while being
being equally
equally aware
aware of what is being done
done in
materials, and
school in reading.
his/her school
The administrator is responsible for arranging opportunities for staff to
The
become aware of new materials and
and techniques. This
This can
can be done
done by
become
the
planning extended staff meetings focusing on this concern, taking the
or meet with the reading
teacher's class so that he/she can visit other classes or
consultant,
consultant. encourage teachers to attend workshops,
workshops, seminars,
seminars. etc.,
etc.. by
providing funding within the budget for such expenses. If the staff includes
helpful assistant in keeping the
the
a reading consultant, this person can be a helpful
the
reading program moving. The principal must communicate with the
reading consultant constantly in order to be aware of test scores, progress
being made by students,
students, groupings and
and changes
changes being
being made within
within the
being
classes on a scheduled basis also is
is an aid
aid to the
the ad
adgroupings. Visits to classes
ministrator. The teacher and the principal working together can enrich the
program and can investigate materials which might be of use to students
and teachers.
teachers.
and
Because reading is the foundation of the educational program in
elementary schools, it is important to teach children how to read different
is important not only that reading instruction be
kinds of materials. It is
emphasized
emphasized but that reading in other
other areas be taught as well. The reading
of mathematics, science, and social studies should also be taught. Looking
is incumbent upon educators to teach children that reading
to the future, it is
is an acceptable leisure time activity. It is
is something which one can do
is
alone and requires only a book or magazine for equipment. The number of
good trade books published each year affords ample resources to implement
this.
this.
Implementing any new programs must begin
begin with the kindergarten.
is primary. It is important
Knowledge of child growth and development is
that children have developed gross motor, fine motor and other perceptual
skills
skills before they are expected to perform reading readiness tasks.
tasks. Teacher
made or commercial programs may be employed to teach thinking skills.
skills.
These include picture cards.
cards, story completion exercises,
exercises, listening skill
skill
lessons
lessons and body awareness. It appears in many cases
cases that an inordinate
amount of emphasis is
is being placed on reading skills
skills alone in the kinkin
dergarten and primary gT<lcks.
grades, excluding thinking skills which are a higher
level
level of learning. Attribute games, conceptualizing and problem solving are
all means of getting students to expand their thinking skills.
Curriculwn
Curriculum in the area of reading needs to be developed as a
cooperative effort between the administrator and staff. This can be
achieved only if lines of communication are open and time is
is available. The
is a great help. This person can suggest
assistance of the reading consultant is
matnials,
materials, preview texts and provide an opportunity to pilot some reading
approaches. A'i
As more is
is learned about cognitive style, it behooves educators
ways in which people learn. Success is
is the key to
to investigate the many ways
effective learning, and unless the most appropriate vehicle for each child
can be found, learning diminishes.
The philosophy of a school can make a great difference in the attitude
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is a media center which
of the staff and
and students toward reading. If there is
school, it can provide a broad spectrum of activities
serves as the hub of the school,
serves

for the students. Within the framework of
of the media center, listening
centers, interest centers, featured books areas, book report displays,
displays. and
~tudt'llt displays
di'>play'> (diaramas.
(diaralIlas. (('purl'"
~t11 piqut,
tlw interest
illtl'lt''>t (If
tlw h()ys
student
reports, !'tc.)
etc.) all
pique the
of the
boys
and girls. This area provides a place where children may come to do many
things. There are rocking
rocking chairs and pillows for leisure
different kinds of things.
reading, tables and chairs for research; tape recorders and headsets for skill
building, filmstrip previewers and tapes
tapes for story listening, many many
books, realia, and a TV. All of these items meet different needs of children
during the course of their education. The building principal must
must be aware
of the use of such materials, suggest new ideas and procedures, and listen to
the person in charge of the media center to be sure it is
is being used to the
optimum.
assists the principal in his/her efforts to be cognizant
Visiting classrooms assists
of the progress of students and methods and materials being used. Another
is to substitute in a classroom and actually work with the students. On a
way is
less formal basis, just
less
just chatting with the boys and girls about what they are
reading
—what they like to read
—and how much time they spend reading,
reading--what
read--and
insight into habits that they are forming.
provides insight
Providing a time during each day when everyone
everyone in the building is
is
minutes emphasizes the importance reading can
reading for 20 or 30 minutes
assume in everyone's life. Although such activity
activity is
is not formal instruction,
reading is
is a skill and to become more proficient in it requires practice.
Arranging opportunities for such things to
is the responsibility of
to happen is
the
the building administrator.
It behooves
behooves the building principal to read widely about new ventures, to
ask questions, to be creative and above all to be supportive of staff who wish
to explore new trails.
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QUICK
By Carter Reading Council
and Gerry Ann Bogatz, "A Summary of the
the Major
Major Findings
Ball, Samuel, and
Television: An Evaluation of the Electric Com
Comfrom 'Reading with Television:

pany."
pany'," The Michigan Readingjournal,
ReadingJoumal, (Spring 1977) 11:50-59.
11 :50-59.
Service indicate
indicate that
that
Major findings by the Educational Testing Service
viewing classes (1971-2,
(1971-2, Youngstown, Ohio, and Fresno, California)
California)
viewingclasses

made significantly greater gains
gains than non-viewing classes in the
the
reading skills which the program was designed to teach.
3ergman, Jerry R., "A New
New Tool Designed to Develop
Develop Positive
Positive Attitudes
Bergman,
Toward
Reading," Reading Improvement, (Summer 1977) 14:70-73.
Toward Reading,"Reading
negative attitude is
is largely to blame for
Research shows that a negative
of cases of reading difficulties, which in turn
tum leads to
the number of
I n this presentation, the author makes a case for
non-reading. In
is involved in writing, which leads to an
helping students learn what is
improved attitude toward the printed materials all around.

Bradley,
Bradlev, John M., and Wilbur S.
S. Ames, "Readability Parameters of Basal
Readers. 'journal
o{Reading
Behavior, (Summer 1977) 9:175-183.
9: 175-183.
Readers,
"Jourtml of
Reading Behavior,
research. using the Edward Fry scale,
scale, examining a
After careful research,
that ~ .. a)
few different sets of basal readers, the authors conclude that—
many more than three sample passages are required to adequately
estimate readabilitv
readability variation of a basal reader, and b) the variation
difficulty within a single story could run as high as six grades. The
of difficultv
reasona
ble recommenda
tion is
reasonable
recommendation
is mack
made that publishers include inin
formation on readabilitv
readability range in the books they sell.
Braun, Carl, "Pygmaiion
"Pygmalion in the Reading Circle," Academic Therapy)
Therapy,
(Spring 1977) 12
:44:)-454.
12:445-454.
The
"The author asks readers to consider a number of factors which
mav
may be involved in the theory that teachers' prior knowledge or
play a definite role in determining student
expectations of students playa
pcrforma
nce.
performance.
(Editors) "Who Is the Child You Teach? A Profile of the American Child
Today,"
'Today," Instructor, (September 1977) LXXXVII:51-68.
LXXXVIL51-68.
The American family is
is changing. There are fewer children per
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family and more working mothers. One in six children is now living
with a single parent. The health of American children hasn't
changed, despite increased availability of health care services and
government involvement. "The
The physical fitness of youth has not
improvcd significantly during the last ten years. Students are
improved
insmoking at a younger age and the potential for alcoholism has in
year
creased. Nine-year-olds are reading and writing better than a year
is being spent on toys. Today's child identifies
ago, while $4 billion is
with television heroes and heroines, to help them feel good about
not fooled; they
they can differentiate the
the real
themselves. "Yet they are not
from the make-believe
make- believe both in their heroes and in themselves."

Gentile, Lance M., and Merna M. McMillan, "Why Won't Teenagers
of Reading, (May 1977) 20:649-655.
Read?"Journal of

This article suggests ten factors that contribute to secondary
students' lack of interest in reading and provides a number of
practical instructional procedures to stimulate their desire to read.
The authors maintain that students need reading experiences that
well as their intellects.
fully engage their emotions as well
Hertz, Sharon M., Barbara K. Gold, LenoreJ.
Lenore J. Kaufman, and Meralee G.
Courses?-- Yes!"
Yes!" Journal of
Wallach, "College Credit for Reading Courses?
Reading, (May 1977)20:688-692.
1977) 20:688-692.
Strong arguments are presented for granting credit for remedial
reading courses for community college students.
Into Writing
Writing-- Ready-to-Use Adventure Story
Hubert, Karen M., "Bcape
"Escape Into
Cards, "Learning, (August/September 1977)6:104-114.
1977) 6: 104-114.
Idea Cards,"Learning,
skills involved relate
relate so
so closely
closely to
Because the experience and skills
cards have value for the reading as
reading, this article and the idea cards
well as the writing teachers. The
The whole purpose is
is to involve
involve the
well
student in the printed or the written word, and Hubert's have the
potential to bring every student to his toes.
Is Fernald's Method?"
Kasdon, Lawrence M., "One Man's Opinion: What Is
Reading World,
World, (May 1977) 16:326-328.

Because so many reading specialists tend to think of tracing
words when they hear the name
name of Fernald, Kasdon explains the
philosophy of using any means by which the child can learn to read.
shows the place for tracing as being a part of the means for
He shows
building a word bank.
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L('Siak, Judi, "There is
is a Need for Word Attack Generalizations,"
Generalizations." Reading
Lesiak,

Improvement, (Summer 1977) 14:100-103.
Extremists at both ends of this teaching-of-reading issue would
well to read this carefully researched
r('Searched paper on the phonic
do well
students. says
says
generalizations which fit the majority of the cases. The students,
ways to aid them in new word attack.
the author, must have some ways
Mavrogenes, Nancy A.,
A .. Carol K. Winkley, Earl Hanson,
Hanson. and Richard T.
Vacca. "Concise Guide to Standardized Secondary and College Reading
Vacea,
Tests,"
Teachers, edited by W.John
Tests." Classroom Strategiesfor
Strategz'es[or Secondary
Secondary Teachers,
W. John
Association. pps. 8-18.
Harker, 1977, International Reading Association,

In four categories: Survey,
Survey. Analytical,
Analytical. Diagnostic,
Diagnostic. and Special,
Special.
the authors have listed and described almost sixty tests. Included
with each is
is information about scope and level of test,
test. date of
revisions, duration of test,
test. and a brief
brief resume of
publication and revisions,
evaluation. Unless one owns a Buros, this is the best in the current
decade.
decade.
Morrison. Coleman, and Mary C. Austin, The Torch Lighters Revisited,
Morrison,
Association. 800 Barksdale Road,
Road. Newark,
Newark.
International Reading Association,
Delaware, 1977.94
1977, 94 pps.
As a follow-up study of a landmark survey in 1961
1961 on
As
on the
preparation of teachers of reading, this work shows both great
progress
prowess and some disappointing facts. Sixteen years have passed,
and we still have not figured out how to help secondary subject
matter teachers to include reading skills as they teach! This study
gives credit to teacher training institutions for developing reading
courses in the curricular offerings, but shows they are weak in
selection (or screening). All told, the scores run predominantly
positive with a few dismaying exceptions. (Why are we failing to
educate administrators in the importance of teaching reading at all
levels?)
Olshavsky. Jill Edwards, "Reading as Problem Solving: An Investigation of
Olshavsky,
Strategies," Reading Research Quarterly,
Quarterly, (1976-77) 12:654-674.

The purpose of this study was to identify the types of strategies
readers employ to comprehend an author's message.
message. Three factors
of strategy usage were examined: interest, reader proficiency, and
writing style. The findings include:
1. The results confirm the hypothesis that readers with high
interest apply strategies more frequently than readers with low
interest.
interest.
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2. The results failed to support the hypothesis that good readers
use strategies more frequently.
3. The hypothesis that readers will use more strategies with
mat('rials was
was supported by the results.
abstract style materials
It was concluded that further
furt her research was needed to develop a
theory of reading as problem solving and for teaching strategies.

Reichurdt, Konrad W., "Playing Dead or Running Away --Defense
Defense
Reading,"Joumal of Reading,
Readz"ng, (May 1977) 20:706Reactions During Reading,"Journal
71l.
711.
is an interesting
inter('sting article in which the author hypothesizes
This is
that in specific individuals an innate tendency toward hypo- or
hypert('nsiv(' levels
kvds of arousal wakefulness
wak('fuln('s-s and specific
sp('cific bodily defense
hypertensive
reinpatterns are further developed under positive and negative rein
forcing situations such as those found in the classroom. Individuals
who enter formal learning situations with
with some tendency toward
under- or
or over-arousal are further pushed in that direction by
under·
having the nondefensive aspect of their internal behavior stamped

out through failure in classroom activities. The author says that
\vhich normalize
these finding point to a need for remedial programs which
physiological responses prior to the normal cognitive procedures
found in most special education classes.
(Staff) "News from the Professional Studies and Standards Committee:
Mzdll:rz,an
Department of Education Definition of Reading," The Michigan
Readz"ngJoumal, (Spring 1977) 11:35-36.
11 :35·36.
ReadingJournal,

'The
The Michigan Department of Education and the Michigan
Reading Association have jointly developed a definition for reading.
The
the assumption that the"
... final out
outThe definition is based on the
the "...
come of reading instruction is
is comprehension." It currently neecb
needs a
the affective
affectl'"['e area of reading (reading for
sentence or two about the
will have an impact on everyone
evervone
enjoyment). Since the definition will
the State of Michigan, it is
is an article that
who teaches reading in the
your attention.
deserves vour
Vance. Hubert Booney,
Booney. "Informal
"Infom1al Assessment 'Techniques
Techniques With LD
Vance,
Children." A cademz"c Therapy,
12 :291<)03.
Children,"Academic
Therapy, (Spring 1977) 12:291-303.
disabilities.
Since there are all degrees and kinds of learning disabilities,
teachers should be able to recognize and measure the
the less
less severe
The position of the
is that
disabilities by informal means. 'The
the author is
diagnostic procedures are
arc not effective
effectivc unless thev
they lead to the im
implementation of a practical program for each student. The
The author
further. giving explanations and examples,
examples. to encourage
goes further,
will identify learning
teachers to make their own informal texts that will
problems.

NEW
NEW MATERIALS
MATERIALS
Sandra
Sandra Ahern
Ahem
READING
TANT, COMSTOCK,
READING CONSUL
CONSULTANT,
COMSTOCK, MICHIGAN
MICHIGAN

You're Somebody
Somebody Spedal
Special on
on aa Horse
Horse by
by Fern
Fern G.
G. Brown
Brown and
and illustrated
illustrated by
by
You're
Frank
Frank Murphy.
Murphy. Published
Published by
by Albert
Albert Whitman
Whitman Company,
Company, 560
560 W.
W. Lake
Lake
Street,
Street, Chicago,
Chicago, Illinois,
Illinois, 60606,
60606, 1977,
1977, 128
128 pps.,
pps., Grades
Grades 4-8
4-8 and
and
Remedial.
Remedial.
This
This isis more
more than aa horse
horse story
story and whether you
you are aa horse
horse lover
lover
not, there
there isis aa very special
special appeal
appeal for
for all
all young
young readers.
readers.
or not,
Marni loved horses! But
But her
her parents
parents thought
thought she
she was spending
spending
too
too much
much time with
with her horse
horse and not
not enough time
time on
on her
schoolwoik. They
"They felt
felt she
she should give
give up her horse unless
unless her studies
schoolwork.
improved.
imprcn'Cd.
In the middle of her dilemma, Manu
Marni becomes involved in a new
to teach handicapped children how to ride horses.
horses.
program designed to
Through
Through sharing her love
love for horses with these children, Marni
joysand
learns many new joys
and values.

Witching Time an
Witch/lIg
an Anthology
Anthologv by
by Lee Bennett Hopkins and illustrated by
by
Vera Rosenberry.
Rosenberrv. Published by
bv Albert
Albert Whitman and Company,
Company, 1977,
128
pps .. Grades
Cracks 3-6 and Ages 8-11.
1 ~H pps..
\ 11. Hopkins
II()pkill" has
h;ts put
PUI together
logel hn another
anot h('l delightful anthology of
Mi.
And as
as before, witches and other friendly
ghost stories and poems. And

spilits are
;IIT sparkling
sp;tlklillg with humor
hUl110r and mischief,
mischief. shivery,
shivery. but not
spirits
sinister.

The
stories vary
\'ary in length;
length: some are easier reading and others
The stories
pr()\i<ie reading of a higher
higher level.
lc\TI. Although some
some of the tales
tales might
provide
not be
1)(' bedtime stories,
stories. many are
arc perfect
fx'rfect for reading
reading aloud.
Storv-tellers include Rowena Bennett, Aileen Fisher, Gunhild
Story-tellers
Paehr,
Pachr, and Lee
Lee Wyndham.

MJ' Mom Hates
J fates Me in
ill January
}arIuarJ) by Judy Delton and illustrated by John
My
bv Albert Whitman and Company, 1977, 32 pps.,
Faulkner. Published by

Grades
Clades 1-3
1-:) and
and Ages
Ages 6-8.
6-H.

This little
This
liltk picture/story
picture/story book
book points
points out
out that
that parents
parents are
are not
not
perfect and
and have
h<lvC aa right
right to
to feel
feel anger
anger and
and depression
depres.<;ion and
and impatience
impatience
perfect
like
like anyone
anvone else.
else. 'These
These feelings
feelings seem
scem to
to come
come to
to play
play in
in the
the month
month of
of
January
January as
as little
little Lee
Lee Henry
Henry finds
finds out.
out. During
During the
the month,
month, Lee
Lee is
is sure
sure

his
his mother
mother hates
hates him
him for
for he
hc can
can not
not seem
seem to
to do
do anything
anything right
right in
in his
his
mother's
mot her's eves.
eves.

Then
he realizes
realizes that
that perhaps
perhaps itit is
is not
not him,
him, but
but the
the winter
winter blues
blues
Then he

8o-rh

80- rh

that
that are
are making
making his
his mother
mother so
so cranky.
cranky. This
This is
is an
an exaggerated
exaggerated ob
observation
servation for
for aa small
small boy
boy to
to make,
make, but
but the
the book
book may
may help
help other
other
children realize
realize that
that even
even parents
parents have
have moods.
moods. And
And these
these moods
moods do
do
children
not last
last forever.
forever.
not

Lentil
Lentz'{ Soup
Soup written
written and
and illustrated
illustrated by Joe Lasker. Published by Albert
Whitman and
and Company, 1977, 32 pps.,
pps., Grades
Grades K-3 and
and Ages 5-8.
A beautifully illustrated full-color picture book which depicts
and settings
settings between
between a farming couple
couple in America in the
the
situations and
early 1800's.
The book presents
presents the
the use of cardinal and ordinary numbers
from 1 through 7 and
and the names
names of days of the
the week as part of
of the
the
from
story.
story.

Concepts, second edition,
edition, by William Liddle. Published by
Reading fOT
for Concepts,

Webster Division,
Division, McGraw-Hill Book Company, New York, 1977.

Readingfor
Reading fOT Concepts is a nonconsumable reading program of a
series of softbound books designed to develop and strengthen a
multitude of reading skills.
skills. The authors have developed a three way
deficiencies: (1) by presenting
presenting selections
selections with
attack on reading deficiencies:
catchy titles, with relevant up-to-date information, and with

detailed illustrations that will be a motivating force; (2) by teaching
t('aching
skills in "a repeating pattern of no-fail
basic reading-comprehension skills
exercises" which make the main idea, details, inferences,
inferenc('s, context

slow reader; (3) by
clues, and vocabulary within the grasp of the slow
giving short selections with a controlled reading level and making it
level.
possible to place a student at a comfortable, workable level.
The reading selections are put on a two-page les.<;on.
lesson. Part of each
lesson is
is a set of follow-up questions with each question designed to
lesson
faces the related
test certain reading skills. Each testing page faces
reading s('lection.
selection. The question types
types ar('
are repeated throughout the
levels
levels of the series. The tests teach increasingly difficult skills as the
students progress through the levels.
levels.
Th('
The Spache readability formula was
was used to
to analyze
analyze the word
difficulty in Books
Books A-D.
A-D. The Dale-Chall readability formula and the
Dale list of 3,000 familiar words were used for Books E-H.
EH. The
average readability levels
Low
levels for the series
series range from Book AA-Low
second grade to
to Book
Book H-Low
H-Low sixth grade. The vocabulary isis held
level indicated and each text has a pagepage-by-page
list of
below the level
by-page list
special words
words which may
may cause the reader difficulty at the level
level of
the
the text.
text.
The Guide for Teachers has a wealth of information as to what
level contains and the skills
skills taught in each book, reports of test
each level
findings, aims and purposes, and basic teaching methods for the
program.
program. It also
also has
has an
an informal
informal inventory
inventory for
for pupil
pupil placement
placement in
in

rh-8i
the
the readings.
readings. In
In the
the back
back of
of the
the Guide
Guide can
can be
be found
found the
the Combined
Combined
Answer Key
Key for
for the
the program.
program.
Answ('f
Although
Although the
the series
series isis designed
designed for
for pupils
pupils who
who need
need to
to catch
catch up
up
(average and below
below average groups), there isis much flexibility
flexibility in
in the
program and itit could be
be used
used with
with many elementary and secondary
groups.
Readz'ngfoT
Reading for Concepts
Concepts would be aa valuable tool for the classroom
teacher looking
looking for
for new
new material to help children in
in aa specific
specific and
way in
in overcoming mistakes
mistakes and developing basic
basic
concrete way
studv/reading
study/reading skills which arc
are so essential for success.

The Whole
Whole Kz'ds
Kids Catalog created
created by
by Peter
Peter Cardozo
Cardozo and designed by
by Ted
The
Menten. Published by Bantam Books,
Books, Inc., 666 Fifth Avenue, New
N.Y.
218
pps.
York, N.
Y. 110019.
00 19. 11975,
975, 21
8P
ps.
This
This is a wonderful source book that will enable the child or
adult to learn
learn to make
make or build
build hundreds of exciting
exciting things.
things.
Instructions
Instructions are given
given on how
how to
to make
make just about anything from
from aa
house to creating sandcastles
sandcastles ...
. . . and you
you are learning through
tree house
fun experiences.
The book can also be called an activity book because it is
of
The
is full of
can actually door
do or make, like making a robot out
out ofspools
of spools
things one can
or turning an egg carton into a sillysea
silly sea serpent.
It is
is also
also a guide book
book to free
free samples,
samples, posters,
posters, pictures, books,
and many other
other items you can write away for.
recipes, coins, and

